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Introduction
Welcome to the first issue of The New Zealand Journal of Public History, a publication
devoted to the discussion, debate and dissemination of ideas about the practice of
public history in Aotearoa New Zealand. We hope the Journal will be a site for new
ideas about what characterizes public history: its particular contours and challenges
and how this might contribute in our collective quest to better understand the past.
We hope in the future to feature further articles and essays on any aspect of public
history associated with Aotearoa New Zealand. We also hope to include exhibition,
website and conference reviews in order to profile the pace and energy of the public
history community.
Yet first the term ‘public history’ begs a clear definition. We consider any
work produced for those outside the strictest definition of the academy, yet adhering
to standards of the historical discipline, as ‘public history’. Generally speaking,
public history refers to the employment of historians and the historical method
outside academia; in government, private companies, the media, historical societies
and museums, as well as those working in private practice—for example,
consultants and freelance historians writing commissioned histories. Public
historians are employed by government agencies, in archives and records
management, film, photography and video archives management, heritage
preservation, historical consulting, historical research, editing and publishing,
museum curatorial work, management and exhibitions, tourism, and in Treaty of
Waitangi research.
The work of public historians can be divided into two broad areas. The first
field is historical resource management which involves the collection, preservation
and use of historical materials in public agencies such as historical societies,
1

museums, archives, and the media. The second sphere, which might be called
‘applied research’, involves the use of history for client-oriented research where the
historian’s perspective, methodology and skill set is valuable in problem solving,
policy analysis, and project histories for businesses, institutions, and government
agencies.
Perhaps most importantly, as several of the contributors to this issue remind
us, public history is not distinguished by where it is practiced, but by its audience
and the method of communication. In the most general sense, the purpose of public
history is to make the past useful, relevant, and accessible to a wide audience. Public
historians therefore seek to make history serviceable to the present and relevant for
the future.
The rise of public history as an academic sub-discipline is relatively recent. It
was only in the late 1970s that Public History formally became a discrete field of
study. Robert Kelley and his colleagues set out to establish a programme devoted to
the application of the historical method beyond the academy and to what might be
termed the practical and pragmatic realities of ‘doing history’.1 Thanks to efforts like
Kelley’s, journals such as The Public Historian and other landmark publications, the
genre has since been internationalized, with public history programmes now offered
across the United States as well as in Britain, Australia and New Zealand.
Here in Aoteaora New Zealand, public historians have been at work for most
of the twentieth century. The establishment of the Professional Historians’
Association of New Zealand Aotearoa (PHANZA) in 1994, and the Centre for Public
History at the University of Otago in 1995, along with several course offerings at
New Zealand universities were concrete indicators of the growth of public history in
this country. The publication of key texts such as Common Ground? Heritage and
Public Places in New Zealand, 2000, and Going Public: The Changing Face of New Zealand
History, 2001, signified the establishment of a critical literature devoted to public
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history. Moreover, the publication of many scholarly historical works over the past
two decades—most of which have been supported by the state—has signaled the
vibrant intellectual dimension of public history. Alongside and underpinning this
developing literature, there has been an increased demand for historians and
historical analysis beyond the education sector. For some time, the Waitangi
Tribunal and the History Group of the Ministry for Culture and Heritage have been
major employers of historians and the historical method. There is also a great deal of
historical research conducted at the local level, in museums, archives and historical
societies. As evidence of this, the Professional Historians’ Association of New
Zealand/Aotearoa (PHANZA) now has a large national membership and holds
regular conferences and symposia. In addition, there are many freelance and
contract historians currently employed across New Zealand on historical projects
that speak to audiences beyond the academy. We invite all of you to be involved
with future issues of this journal.
This first issue of the Journal draws its material from the inaugural Public
History symposium, hosted by the Public History Research Unit (PHRU) at the
University of Waikato in Hamilton in late November 2010. The papers featured here
address a broad variety of issues and topics that touch on issues of public history
interest and currency. Kirstine Moffatt's article on interacting with historic pianos is
an evocative examination of an experience of material culture, and the dialogue
between the scholar and the enthusiast within herself. Nancy Swarbrick offers an
insightful reflection on the experience of creating the Waikato entry for Te Ara: the
Online Encyclopedia of New Zealand. As well as describing the process of contributing
to a state-funded online publication, Swarbrick considers the specific advantages a
very different kind of history and the possibilities for engaging users in thinking
about the past. Mark Smith's article also looks at engaging participants - through a
novel methodology. Smith's piece explains the learning history method along with
revealing how a group beyond the university views and uses their history. William
3

Jennings’ article highlights the exciting opportunities offered by the publication of
the Lettres reçues d’Océanie, and the significant possibilities for refreshing public
discourse on New Zealand’s early settlement history. This piece is followed by
freelance scholar Stephen Hamilton's description of the experience of preparing a
scoping study on the history of Woodlands Estate in the Waikato and the possibility
of evoking in rich detail the life of the people who lived, worked and died there. This
inaugural issue of the Journal begins and ends discussing experience: our final article
is Rowland Weston's exploration of his ambivalence as a historical tourist and makes
striking comments about the nature of experience, history and our identification
with the presence of the past.
The variety of these contributions indicates some of the possibilities of public
history. We hope that these articles showcase something of current public history
practice and will generate new conversations on the richness of historical research in
this country. We believe that valuing and understanding our past experiences is
essential in informing discussion, debate and decision-making on contemporary
issues. This journal is one small contribution to that effort—long may such efforts
continue.

GISELLE BYRNES AND MARK SMITH
Editors

The first offering of Public History as a subject (at the University of California in 1976), the initial
publication of The Public Historian (1978) and the creation of the National Council for the Promotion of
History (1979) all happened within a relatively short period.
1
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Instrument or Object?
The New Zealand Piano on Display
The piano is rather a unique display item in the museum or the historic house.
Firstly, whether an upright or a grand, the piano is an imposing, substantial object
that occupies significant space within a setting and immediately demands attention
because of its proportions. This object has a history, a story to tell that, where the
provenance of the piano is known, provides a direct, tangible link with the past.
Secondly, the piano is an aesthetic object, finely crafted and giving pleasure to the
eye through the grain of the wood, the sheen of the polish, the black and white
chessboard of the keyboard, the intricacy of the carved legs or marquetry inlay, the
elegance of its shape and design. Finally, it is a musical instrument designed to
produce sound and thus has the potential to delight the ear as well as the eye.
Indeed, sight and sound are not the only senses to be satisfied by the instrument.
The musty perfume of old wood and the sharp tang of lacquer entice the nose, while
the satin wood and cool ivory keys please the fingers. It is through touch, the
interplay between the body and the instrument, with hands on the keys and feet on
the pedals, that a piano is given voice.
I believe that it is possible for the piano on display to engage the public on a
number of sensory and intellectual levels and this paper explores some of these
possibilities and challenges by considering the case of the colonial New Zealand
piano. During the course of research for a book on the colonial New Zealand piano I
have had occasion to visit museums and historic homes from Kaitaia to Invercargill
and have encountered many different forms of the piano on display, or, on occasion,
hidden pianos.1 I entered these heritage sites in some ways as two different people,
with very different agendas, needs and responses. My declared and overt reason for
5

visiting New Zealand’s museums and historic houses was for research. This required
my academic training and analytical skills to be at the fore, as I raided archives,
questioned curators, and took copious notes. Yet, I also entered these heritage sites
as a member of the public and a pianist, keen to reach out and touch the past. To see,
and on occasion hear and play, beautifully preserved instruments filled my heart
with joy, sensory excitement, and a profound sense of immediate, personal
connection to the pianos I encountered.
Indeed, as I reflect on my interaction with the pianos in New Zealand’s
museums and historic houses, I would have to say that my personal, musical self
was always to the fore in these spaces. Such was my delight in the pianos I saw and
played, that I sometimes failed in my academic task of careful note taking,
frequently having to make a second, more strictly research focused visit. This paper
reflects that sense of more personal connection to the museums and historic houses
that I visited. Much of this is written as a personal narrative, recording my feelings
and reactions to the pianos I responded to because of their aesthetic beauty and
melodious sounds. However, I am also an academic, and therefore want to locate my
experiences within public history discourse, meditating on and analysing my
responses. The voices which therefore intertwine in this paper are perhaps best
described by Wordsworth in his ‘Preface to Lyrical Ballads’, when he wrote of ‘the
spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings...recollected in tranquillity’.2 This paper
is a dialogue between feeling and reflection, sensory engagement and academic
analysis, the pianist and the researcher, the member of the public and the scholar.
My experiences of the piano on display connect with three inter-linked
strands of public history discourse and practice: material culture, sensory
engagement with the past, and the role of heritage sites. Constance B Schulz writes
that one of the ‘common themes in public history’ is an ‘insistence that the primary
sources for understanding the past are not limited to the written word but
encompass buildings, sites, landscapes, artifacts, orally transmitted memories, visual
6

materials, and most recently, electronic records’. 3 Thinking about and accessing
history through the medium of the piano is thus consistent with growing interest in
material culture as a focal point of historical research. American historian Simon
Bronner writes that:
Material culture is made up of tangible things crafted, shaped, altered, and used
across time and across space. It is inherently personal and social, mental and
physical. It is art, architecture, food, clothing, and furnishing. But more so, it is the
weave of these objects in the everyday lives of individuals and communities. It is the
migration and settlement, custom and practice, production and consumption that
is...history and culture. It is the gestures and processes that extend ideas and feelings
into three-dimensional form.4

During the past two decades prominent New Zealand historians have emphasised
that material culture is a necessary and profitable avenue of intellectual enquiry. In
1990 Jock Phillips wrote that ‘that gaps in the history of material culture are large.
We know so little about our ways of life, our popular culture – the way we have
dressed, the foods we have eaten, the sounds we have inhabited, the games we have
played.’5 Likewise, in his influential 2003 essay Peter Gibbons declared that ‘material
culture is the appropriate primary focus for macrohistorical investigation: the
histories of what New Zealanders have consumed, histories of the availability of
goods and histories of the means to acquire goods’.6 Several major studies, such as
Barbara Brookes’ investigation of the New Zealand home, Caroline Daley’s analysis
of the New Zealand body at leisure, Bronwyn Labrum, Fiona McKergow and
Stephanie Gibson’s discussion of the cultural significance of fashion and Bronwyn
Dalley and Bronwyn Labrum’s collection of essays on aspects of social and cultural
history as diverse as gardens, textual museums and the surveying and naming of
landscape, have demonstrated the nuanced possibilities of the history of material
culture.7 This meditation on the piano on display in New Zealand museums and
historic homes is likewise grounded in a belief that objects have a significant role to
play in attempting to access the lived experiences of the past.
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The opening section of Fiona McKergow’s analysis of dress and material life
in 1940s and 1950s New Zealand is particularly pertinent to my discussion:
Artefacts – those fragments of material life from the past – have the power to
fascinate by the way they look, feel and sound, even by the way they smell. The
pleasure of working with artefacts is in their ability to satisfy an urge for historical
immediacy. The appeal is both imaginative and experiential.8

My consideration of the piano on display in museums and historical houses reflects
a similar belief that the ‘examination of material evidence...enables the historian [or
the museum visitor] to “step inside” the past’ by tapping into the senses.9 The senses
have increasingly becomes an object of cultural and historical enquiry. Commenting
on what he terms the ‘sensual revolution in the humanities’, David Howes argues
that ‘the senses are the media through which we experience and make sense of
gender, colonization and material culture’ and that research into the senses provides
both ‘evocative accounts of corporeal life’ and insight into ‘social ideologies’. 10
Because it is first and foremost a musical instrument, the piano is particularly suited
to considerations of sound, a medium through which historians can attempt to
answer Bruce R. Smith’s’s question: ‘How to listen to history?’11
Museums and historic houses are particularly rich sites in which to ‘step
inside’ the past in a variety of sensory ways, possessing what Gavin McLean terms
‘street level chemistry’, the capacity to create a symbiotic bond between past and
present though the enduring power of material forms and historical resonances and
memories.12 Public historian and curator George W. McDaniel writes that heritage
sites such as museums and historic houses can ‘bring history to people in both
tangible and abstract ways and thereby meet a deeply felt human need.’ 13 Of
particular relevance to my discussion is McDaniel’s emphasis on the willingness of
curators and custodians ‘to develop site interpretations that appeal to a range of
senses in addition to the intellect’.14
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Because the primary purpose of the piano is to be played, the instrument can
offer visitors to heritage sites a hands-on, interactive experience. If the instrument
has been carefully preserved or lovingly restored, visitors to a museum or historic
house can enter the aural world of the past through listening to the piano being
played or by actually producing the music themselves. Such experiences are
relatively rare in New Zealand because they are dependent on so many variables.
The delicate inner mechanisms of the piano are threatened by damp, dust and age
and require regular attention and tuning, and thus considerable expense, to continue
to fulfil their primary purpose. Understandably, some museums and historic houses
with functioning instruments are consequently reluctant to allow visitors to touch
pianos. Should the museum or historic house be generous enough to allow the
visitor a hands-on experience, there is then the question of the ability of the visitor to
produce music, rather than just random sounds, from the instrument.
Three particularly memorable experiences of being transported back in time
through playing a beautifully preserved instrument stand out from my piano travels
and research. In the dining room of the Elms Mission House in Tauranga sits a
William Allen square piano. Since its creation in 1835, this gleaming mahogany
instrument has been a treasured possession of the Brown and Maxwell families, and,
thanks to the recent ministrations of Peter Downey, its keys still release delicate,
harmonious sounds. Visiting the Elms in July 2008 I was honoured to be given the
opportunity to play the instrument in its original setting. The piano is associated
with a particularly moving and well-documented occasion on 28 April 1864. Several
military officers from the 43rd Regiment, Lieutenant Hill of H.M.S. Curacoa and
Captain Hamilton of H.M.S. Esk, were invited to dine at the Elms on the evening
before the Battle of Gate Pa. After dinner and prayers, Christina Brown sat at the
piano to play, everyone joining in to sing ‘Abide With Me’.15 By the next evening all
of the officers were dead, only the surgeon surviving.16 Seated on the leather stool I
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too played the haunting melody of the hymn and in that moment not only
understood the past with my intellect, but experienced the past viscerally.

Figures 1 and 2: William Allen Piano, 1835,
Elms Mission House, Tauranga.
Photographed by K. Moffat with kind
permission of the Elms.

In 2009 I was fortunate enough to go on a tour of Olveston House in Dunedin.
Entering the drawing room my eyes were immediately drawn to the gleaming
Steinway grand given to Dorothy Theomin by her parents as a birthday gift in 1906,
placed in the sweep of a bay window from which the stained glass faces of Chaucer,
Shakespeare and Tennyson smile benignly. Visually, the piano is an aesthetic
delight. The rich, brown mahogany case is polished to a mirror-like finish and
reflects the deep red of the brocade curtains, the twinkle of the French crystal and
silk chandelier, the intense green of a jade Cantonese sceptre and the many works of
art that adorn the walls, such as Frances Hodgkins’ La Robe Rose. The curving body,
scroll-craved legs and ivory and black keyboard likewise please the eye with their
lines and interplay of colour. At a visual level the graceful, ordered room, with
everything perfectly in its place, made me think of Jean Baudrillard’s simulacra. As a
10

‘show room’ which deliberately recreates the atmosphere of early twentieth century
gentitlity without any of the clutter of actual inhabitation, a book left open, a tea cup
half drunk, the room has become a carefully staged artifice, a ‘hypereality’ which
‘substitut[es] the signs of the real for the real’.17

Figure 3: Steinway Grand, 1906, Olveston House, Dunedin.
Photograph kindly provided by Olveston House.

Yet, as with the Elms’ dining room, my experience of Olveston was not
limited to the static and the visual. In accordance with Dorothy Theomin’s final
wishes, the piano is kept perfectly in tune. I was allowed to sit at the keyboard. I
smelt that distinctive perfume of wood, laced with the faint aroma of lemon polish,
the signature of a well tended instrument. My hands caressed the satiny wood and
cool keys. I started to play Franz Liszt’s Consolation 3. The first deep D flat resonated
around the room. The bass arpeggios effortless supported the treble melody. Each
note rang out, pure and true. The music connected me, through time, to Dorothy
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Theomin’s eighteenth birthday in 1906, when she played her parents’ gift to her to a
room filled with friends and family sipping champagne.
Not all heritage sites are fortunate enough to possess an original instrument
in its original setting. Yet there is also a charm in playing a piece of music on a more
recent addition to an historic house. Here the music acts as the conduit between past
and present, providing a link between generations. Of all the pianos I played while
researching the instrument’s place in the cultural life of colonial New Zealand, the
one that touched my emotions the most was the Robert Meissner instrument in the
Butler Point homestead, which I played in March 2008. Unlike most historic houses,
such as the Elms and Olveston, this house is not a simulacrum. It is a home which
continues to be lived in and enjoyed and has a consequent naturalness and warmth.
Situated on the shores of Mangonui Harbour, the house was built by the whaler
Captain Bulter for his wife Eliza. The home was a haven of refinement and culture to
those coming ashore after months at sea. Eliza Griswold Williams, the wife of the
captain of the American whaler Florida, stayed in the house in 1860 and recorded in
her diary: ‘I enjoyed myself very much while I was there. They are a very nice
Family, extremely kind and affectionate…They all sing, dance and play on the
piano.’18
Eliza’s original piano is no longer in the homestead, but the current owners,
Dr and Mrs Ferguson, have ensured that music continues to live on in the house. A
square piano manufactured by Lyon in ca. 1820 and brought to New Zealand in the
1840s by the Haines family of Albertland sits in the dining room. Its elaborately
carved central pedal, dark wood, and fretted front panel through which red brocade
gleams is of a similar period to the instrument Eliza Butler played. But my greatest
joy was playing the Miessner instrument in the front parlour. Manufactured in
Leipzig in ca. 1890, it has been in Mrs Ferguson’s family since the 1890s, originally
owned by her grandmother Gertrude Bell, née Robinson. The instrument is a work
of art, with ornate brass candelabra, inlaid front panels embossed with flowers and
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bows picked out in pale gold and dark red, and side panels carved with scrolls and
birds. Kept perfectly in tune, the piano’s ivory keys ring out clear and true as I
depress them. Looking out at Mangonui Harbour I could almost hear the rippling
melodies and toe-tapping rhythms of the songs and dances Eliza Butler played on
her cottage piano to entertain visiting whalers and their wives and the grand
opening chords of Mendelssohn’s Wedding March stuck by Gertrude Robinson.
Vicariously I was living the history I was researching and bringing to life.
For me, the most poignant and emotionally involving experiences occur when
I am able to play beautifully preserved instruments. Here I am not just an onlooker,
absorbed in the visual dimensions of an object or cast in the more passive role of
listener and audience, but a performer, experiencing the past through my tactile
interaction with the instrument. The performative and aural possibilities of the piano
on display are particularly well understood by the proprietors of Whittaker’s
Musical Museum on Waiheke Island. Mr and Mrs Whittaker certainly practise what
Bronwyn Labrum describes as the curatorial ability to ‘think visually’, but they add
to this a capacity which I term ‘thinking aurally’.19 The pianos in their museum do
delight the eye and visitors are welcome to stroll through the museum admiring
their beauty. Indeed, many of the instruments are visually compelling. An 1881
upright crafted by Dreaper of Liverpool is a piano made for display as much as
performance. Heavily influenced by the 1880s British craze for Egyptian architecture
the ebony case is decorated with inset Egyptian symbols, gold sphinxes and temple
pillars for legs. However, the underlying purpose of these instruments is to be
played, many of them lovingly restored by Mr Whittaker, and once a day the
Whittakers also perform an hour long show on their instruments, interweaving
commentary on the pianos, organs and woodwind instruments with musical
interludes.
The stately grand 1897 Bechstein concert grand that was reputedly brought to
New Zealand in 1904 by the touring Polish pianist Padereski immediately captured
13

my attention. This nine foot instrument is gleaming black with an elaborately carved
music stand. When Mr Whittaker’s fingers ripple over the white keys the rich,
sonorous voice of the instrument emerges as the long, thin strings, strung at high
tension, resonate against the opened lid. A 1925 Collard and Collard seven foot
grand combines the prestige of the grand with the mechanical advances of the early
twentieth century. If the performer lacks the skill to play, he or she pumps the pedals
attached to the pianola motor causing the roll of music to turn and the keys to play.
While Mr Whittaker made Rimsky Korsakov’s The Flight of the Bumblebee sound
effortless, my own attempt was sadly lacking, my pedaling so slow and erratic that
my rendition had more in common with a jerky record. As in the Elms, Olveston and
Butler Point, the Whitaker’s generosity in allowing visitors to play the instruments
adds an additional, experiential dimension to the heritage experience.
Not all pianos in New Zealand museums and historic places are able to
engage with the public in the multi-dimensional, multi-sensory way of the Olveston,
Elms, and Whittakers instruments. The enemies of time, neglect, and damp have
damaged some instruments beyond repair. Yet these pianos still have stories to tell
and they continue to delight as things of beauty and statements of craftsmanship.
One such instrument is to be found in the Broadgreen House in Nelson. Visiting the
historic house in January 2008, I was enchanted with the beauty of this Broadwood
cottage piano, the dark tones of the mahogany wood relieved by the red and gold
cloth panels above the keyboard and the gold scrolls around the manufacturer’s
plaque.20 I was told that the instrument was brought to Nelson in 1842 by the Saxton
family and that I could find out more about the piano and its owners by visiting the
Nelson Provincial Museum. The Museum yielded a treasure-trove of information in
the form of John Waring Saxton’s diaries. I copied out many of the extracts and went
back to Broadgreen House to read over them in the presence of the piano, the
instrument forming a tangible bridge between my world and that of a midnineteenth century settler:
14

4 September 1849: ‘Overtures to Masaniello, Bohemian Girl etc. Mr Bell was
surprised when he found me play the bass at sight. The duets passed off brilliantly
during which he and Mr Duppa were in such raptures that it was quite absurd and I
could scarcely parry the outrageous compliments.21

Viewing this piano was also the catalyst for a new research direction. Many of the
pianos in historic homes belonged to and were performed by women. The Elms,
Olverston and Butler Point pianos are cases in point. A perception that the domestic
piano was essentially a female recreation dominates the historical record. Charles
Hursthouse’s advice to ‘any fair emigrant to take a piano with her as part of her
battery of charms’ in his 1861 The New Zealand Emigrants Bradshaw is typical of the
nineteenth century association between women and the instrument. 22 Recent
historians concur, Caroline Dayley’s research on gender in Taradale highlighting
that girls were encouraged to play the piano because it ‘reinforced the feminine
values of being domestic and decorative’.23 Yet, my research, inspired by Saxton’s
piano and journal, has revealed a long history of masculine piano playing in New
Zealand domestic contexts.24
My investigations also challenge another prevailing myth of the piano, that,
as Max Weber contended, ‘in its whole musical essence the piano is a domestic
instrument of the bourgeoisie’.

25

Humphrey McQueen went even further,

interpreting the popularity of the piano in settlers colonies such as Australia as
symbolic of the triumph of middle class values and the ‘oppression of the lower
orders’.26 Once again it was the story behind a piano on display in a museum that
was instrumental in provoking me to question this perception, aided by New
Zealand historian Claire Tonybee’s assertion that by 1900 ‘a high proportion of
working-class homes put a strong emphasis on musical entertainment’, often around
the piano.27
When I visited the Wanganui Riverboat Centre in September 2008 I was
captivated by the Broadwood upright piano on display. Its keys may be chipped and
worn with use, and it may only be able to produce a discordant muffle, but its wood
15

is still glossy and the scrolling vine fretwork on the front of the instrument remains
testimony to the skillful craftsmanship of the most prestigious of British
manufacturers. As with the Saxton piano, this instrument has a clear provenance and
an engaging story to communicate. Rather than the pathos of a last supper or the
grandeur of a birthday ball, the Broadwood is a tangible reminder of the tenacity of
the New Zealand pioneering spirit and the appeal of the piano to New Zealanders
from all classes, backgrounds and economic situations. When Oswald Bartrum
transported his wife’s piano to their home in the remote Mangapura Valley in 1917
he had to call on the assistance of friends:
I think that must have been the oddest load that ever went up the track. We got two
strong poles and eight of us set off with it, four of us carrying and four waiting to
take their turn when the others got tired. I remember Pat Mowat could play the
piano, too, and when we got near anyone’s camp or passed a gang of navies, we
would come to a halt and Pat would pound away at the keys and give us some
music. We sure had fun.28

Figure 4: Broadwood Cottage Piano, ca 1880, Wanganui Riverboat Museum.
Photographed by K. Moffat with kind permission of the museum.
16

A returned serviceman and struggling farmer, Bartrum could not afford many
luxuries for his family. But the family piano was of such importance that he ensured
its safe passage up the Whanganui River and refused to sell the instrument even
when the family were forced to leave their profitless farm several years later. A letter
to the editor of the Evening Post in 1887 commented approvingly on the ‘well
furnished’ homes of ‘working men’, noting, in particular, that there was a ‘piano
nearly in all’, while manufacturers’ hire purchase agreements from the 1890s-1920s
likewise illustrate that the piano was a beloved companion of New Zealanders from
all walks of life, from nuns to publicans, miners to schoolteachers, waitresses to
farmers, factory workers to politicians.29
Not all pianos on display have such a clear provenance as that of Bartrum’s
instrument, but, perhaps controversially, I contend that pianos with an apocryphal
rather than literal back-story can fulfil an important myth-making function. Purists
may argue that to attach a story to an instrument without such provenance is a
distortion or corruption of the historical record. I argue that we need symbols and
myths to attach us to our past. Such symbols may stretch fact, but in so doing may
point to deeper or wider historical truths. As I write this, I am thinking, in particular,
of a piano on display in the Dargaville Museum. In a recreation of a colonial parlour,
sits an oak upright piano with brass candelabra, elaborately carved legs, and an inset
marquetry design above the keyboard. The name of the manufacturer is not on
display, but a note claims that ‘Katherine Mansfield used this piano when learning
to play’. A sepia tinted photograph of Mansfield adorns the top of the instrument,
next to a bowl of paua and a red-bound edition of The Nation’s Music. The museum
does not possess any documentation to prove that the instrument was actually
Mansfield’s, it may or may not be her actual instrument. But part of me asks whether
this matters? Mansfield was a pianist and many of her stories reflect her love of
music and consciousness of the symbolic potential of piano playing, such as the
magical evocation of the haunting strains of a piano played in the ‘spring, when
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Bengel’s violet patch just inside the gate was blue with flowers’, that opens ‘Weak
Heart’.30 Mansfield lived, she wrote, she played the piano. Let the imagination be
excited into allowing a connection between Mansfield and this piano.
Likewise, the French piano that is the focal point of the entrance display in the
Cromwell Museum features not because of its Central Otago provenance or its
individual story. Rather, the piano acts as a signifier, the physical emblem of a
collective history of socialising round the piano in hotels and pubs. The elaborately
carved 1867 instrument, manufactured by Her. Alexandre and Co, 30 Rue MarieAntoinette, Paris, stands to the right of an old-fashioned wooden bar lined with
bottles of John Quin and Co Guinness and Stout, Cromwell Brewery Beer,
Thomson’s Genuine Hop Ale, Queen Anne Scotch Whiskey, Superior Pale Ale and
the Castle Brewery Hop Bitters. An enlarged advertisement on the wall next to the
bar display promises that the Cromwell Hotel ‘combines all the comforts of the
home with the conveniences of a hotel’ and that patrons will be able to enjoy
billiards and pool, and ‘Balls, Concerts and Theatrical Performances’. While there is
no archival evidence to suggest that the Alexandre piano was the actual instrument
located in the taproom of the Cromwell Hall, again the display points to a wider
historical truth: the centrality of the piano to public and well as private amusements.
The Cromwell Museum display is of particular value and significance because
it points to an aspect of the piano’s history that is often ignored by heritage displays
which focus on the domestic instrument: the presence of the piano in a variety of
public spaces, some of them refined, cultural spaces and some of them rowdy, social
spaces. The kind of bar entertainment, lubricated by a generous intake of beer or gin,
that may have taken place in the environment conjured up by the museum display is
evoked in an 1870 column in the Otago Witness. In Dunedin’s Jolly Dogs’ bar, as in
the Cromwell display, music and alcohol are the two forms of entertainment:
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Most there were smoking, all were drinking…that’s part of the
amusement…Presently a young gentleman, in a cheese-cutter cap and a muffler,
rose, and signified that he would oblige the company with a song. ‘Ring the Bell,
Watchman,’ he’d give ‘em. ’Ear! ’ear! ’ear! – Rattle, thump, stamp, stamp, stamp, and
a grand opening crash on the piano.31

The Alexandre piano in the Cromwell museum is also representative of the many
pianos devoid of archival records regarding who bought, played and loved the
instruments. However, these pianos still speak to those who care for them in
museums and historic homes, and to those who view them in these heritage spaces.
They speak through their craftsmanship, the grain of the wood, the aesthetics of
their design. The careful preservation of many pianos is in itself testimony to the
important place they occupied in people’s lives, both as examples of what Pierre
Bourdieu terms ‘cultural capital’ and as beloved objects that provided performers
with pleasure and emotional release. 32 However, the stories that pianos without
provenance communicate are not about those who owned the instruments. Rather,
these pianos speak of those who designed and crafted these enduring examples of
material culture.
One such instrument is the Charles Begg piano on display at the Otago
Settlers Museum. Visiting the Museum in February 2008, my eyes were immediately
drawn to the glowing rimu casing of the instrument, crafted by Begg in 1863. A
plaque next to the display informs the visitor that the piano won the Bronze Medal
at the first New Zealand Exhibition, held in Dunedin in 1864. The piano is
aesthetically striking, with the swirls and knots of the heart rimu creating a dappled
patina on the casing and a sense of layers and depth. Begg did not employ elaborate
carvings, but let the wood speak for itself. For this instrument represents an early
experiment in creating a local piano out of indigenous timbers, rather than relying
on instruments imported from Australia and Britain.33
Prior to his arrival in Dunedin in 1861 Begg had run a successful piano
manufacturing business in Aberdeen that produced several hundred pianos each
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year. Attracted to New Zealand timbers, particularly rimu and kauri, he
experimented with these woods, although he struggled to construct the case without
a veneer-cutting machine. In spite of his success at the New Zealand exhibition, Begg
concluded that the lack of appropriate equipment made the enterprise too difficult,
time-consuming and expensive and he ‘decided to relinquish manufacturing and
devote himself to the importation and sale of pianos and musical instruments in
general’. 34 The early history and challenges faced by piano manufacturers is
contained in and evoked by this tangible, material object.
On occasion, less is known about the production history of a particular
instrument. Yet, even without textual records, much can be gleaned about the
manufacture of an instrument from the object itself. In December 2010 I spent a
delightful afternoon at the Te Awamutu Museum. Part of a display evoking aspects
of domestic life in New Zealand, a Hoffman and Sons piano, ca. 1905, takes pride of
place beside a Baby Daisy vacuum cleaner, an ornate fireplace and a delicate white
nightdress. The Museum archive contains the record of the gift of the instrument to
the Museum, but nothing of the piano’s earlier history.35 Like many aging pianos,
this instrument is only capable of producing a thin, discordant thunk when the keys
are depressed. Yet it can communicate in other ways.

Figure 5: Hoffman and Sons Upright Piano, ca 1897, Te Awamutu Museum.
Photographed by K. Moffat with kind permission of the museum.
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The rich, mottled kauri casing, polished to a high gloss, the ornate, curved legs
carved with leaves, and the concentric circles embroidered on pale gold fabric in the
panel above the keyboard speak of the designer and manufacturer’s aesthetic vision
and craftsmanship. In particular, the manufacturer’s label on the inside of the
keyboard lid reveals something about the hybrid nature of the piano in colonial New
Zealand: both an imported instrument redolent of British cultural traditions, and yet
also an object that New Zealand manufacturers increasingly wanted to make their
own. Gold letters on a black background proudly declare that Hoffman and Sons of
Auckland, New Zealand, was established in1897. The manufacturer claims old
world credentials through a declared association with the Academy of Music
(located in London) and an embossed Royal Cipher of a lion and a unicorn. Yet,
either side of these markers of British affiliation and expertise are two circular
images which proclaim a different lineage for the instrument. To the left, two cloakclad Māori figures pose in front of a cone shaped volcano, its size and shape
reminiscent of Mount Taranaki. To the right, a Māori canoe paddles down a river
lined with ponga trees and ferns, while in the background a puff of volcanic ash
drifts from the top of the mountain. Hoffman utilises not only native timber but also
a series of cultural clichés to give his piano a New Zealand ‘flavour’. Māori were
certainly interested in the musical possibilities of the piano, with Mrs Tautari (herself
trained by an English governess) teaching the pupils of Taumarere school for Māori
children to play the instrument in the 1870s and 1880s and Kuini Te Tau recalling
that her family home in Waikouaiti was the centre for family and community
gatherings in the early twentieth century because ‘we had the piano, you see’.36 But
Hoffman’s association of Māori reverts to Rousseau’s concept of the Noble Savage in
an exotic environment.
My love of pianos, as instruments, aesthetic objects and enduring witnesses
and links to the past is evident in this paper. I thus lament that not all of my
encounters with pianos in museums and historic houses were with treasured objects
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on display. Perhaps my most unusual encounter with a piano was in the Alexandra
Settlers Museum, where I saw a shiny black Mignon upright piano, thought to be the
first instrument brought to Earnscleugh, in the women’s bathroom, sandwiched
between two organs. I must confess that I found this interaction rather humorous,
reflecting with some sympathy on the difficulties of storing such a large,
cumbersome object. At least this instrument was still visible to the public, albeit in a
way that highlights that pianos are not always regarded as historic treasures, but as
unwieldy, bulky nuisances.
My deepest sympathy is reserved for the shrouded ghosts that inhabit the
bowels of museum basements or storage units. Their music long gone, these pianos
do not even retain the ability to please the eye. Such is the current fate of the first
piano to be brought to New Zealand, Elizabeth Mair’s Broadwood square piano,
which arrived in Pahia in 1827.37 In 1962 the instrument was donated to the Treaty
House at Waitangi.38 Restored in the Auckland War Memorial Museum, the piano
was displayed for a while in a recreation of Mrs Busby’s drawing room.39 However,
it now resides in storage at the Waitangi National Trust Archive. Its ivory keys may
no longer release tuneful melodies, but the glory of its mahogany and rosewood
casing, tapered legs and ornamental fretwork, featuring scrolls and fleurs-de-lis,
remain as aesthetically pleasing as ever. Yet these beauties are perpetually hidden by
layers of thick cloth. 40 The realist in me rationalises that such careful storage is
necessary for the preservation of an object perhaps too large to exhibit. The romantic
in me wants to fling back the covers and put the instrument back on display so that
Elizabeth Mair may be celebrated, beyond the grave, through the power of memory
invested in a tangible object.
My personal journey through New Zealand’s museums and historic houses
confirms the insight and relevance of public history discourse regarding the multiple
ways in which the past can be accessed and understood. The heritage sites I visited
were themselves living reminders of the past, spatial history books that I was able to
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‘step inside’ in order to experience McLean’s ‘street level chemistry’.41 Just as Schulz,
Bonner and McKergow articulate, I was likewise able to connect to the past through
material culture. The pianos I encountered, as enduring artifacts that had been
played and loved and preserved through time, are visible markers of the past that
endure in the present and that conveyed to me a profound sense of the immediacy of
history. As a musical instrument, the piano likewise stirred my senses. I could
literally ‘listen to history’, to use Bruce Smith’s phrase, in the heritage sites in which
colonial pianos have been preserved and restored.42 My eyes delighted in the shape,
design and wood of the instruments, while my nose inhaled the aroma of lacquer
and polish. Most memorable of all, at times I was able to sit at the keyboard and
play, interacting with the past in a powerful sensory and emotive way.

KIRSTINE MOFFAT
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Navigating Waikato on the Web
‘Enable and inspire me to think about and grasp the past’.1 This ‘rallying cry’ for
people setting out to create websites with historical content was proposed by Daniel
Cohen and Roy Rosenzweig in their 2006 study, Digital History. It resonates with
public historians contemplating the demands of communicating with a general
audience. I am going to reflect on it in relation to my experience of preparing an
entry about the Waikato region for Te Ara: The Encyclopedia of New Zealand—
www.teara.govt.nz.
Te Ara is a digital encyclopedia of New Zealand that is currently being
produced in instalments or ‘themes’. At the time of writing, five of these have been
published: ‘New Zealand peoples’, ‘Earth, Sea and Sky’, ‘The Bush’, ‘The Settled
Landscape’, ‘Economy and the City’, with a sixth—‘Social Connections’—on the
way. By the time the project is complete in 2014, there will be nine in total, including
‘Government and Nation’, ‘Daily Life’, and ‘Creativity’. Together these themes,
containing over 900 entries, will cover all aspects of the country’s history, economy,
natural science, politics and culture. Alongside the sequential themes, another theme
about the major regions of New Zealand is being developed over the life of the
project; the Waikato entry is part of this.
In contrast to its predecessor, the three volume Encyclopaedia of New Zealand
edited by A H McLintock and published in 1966,2 Te Ara is a digital project—in fact,
the claim is often made that it is the first ‘born digital’ national encyclopedia project
in the world.3 It came into being in the early 2000s, when the value of the internet as
a means of disseminating information and ideas was gaining wider recognition.
General Editor Jock Phillips envisaged diverse national and international audiences
for Te Ara, including school students, tourists and scholarly researchers. He saw the
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digital medium as the ideal way of reaching these users, with information structured
and ‘layered’ for their different needs. In his view, digital publication had huge
potential: Te Ara could be a multi-media experience, it could be searched in a way
print publications could not, it could be updated and corrected easily, and it could
be linked to other relevant digital sources. Moreover, the users it attracted could be
engaged to interact with the content.4
As an encyclopedia—a compendium of knowledge—Te Ara is first and
foremost a reference work. It is not primarily historical, 5 like other recent New
Zealand reference works, notably the Dictionary of New Zealand Biography (DNZB)6
and the New Zealand Historical Atlas (NZHA).7 However, history underpins much of
its content. Some entries are overtly historical, as their titles suggest: for instance
‘History of immigration’. Many others, whether agricultural such as ‘Farm fencing’,
economic such as ‘Balance of payments’, or sociological such as ‘Care and carers’,
include an historical survey. Even entries that seem to be purely scientific, such as
those about species of birds and mammals, often contain historical material. This
focus owes much to the fact that the General Editor is a historian, as have been many
of the staff writers. It means that there are many opportunities to bring history
before Te Ara’s wide group of users. Cohen and Rosenzweig’s challenge therefore
has as much relevance for Te Ara as it does for other history websites.
Not many history websites, however, would be on the same scale as the Te
Ara enterprise. Te Ara is a state-funded project, like the major reference works that
preceded it, including McLintock’s Encyclopaedia, the DNZB and the NZHA. It is
widely accepted, and not just in New Zealand, that the project management of such
comprehensive works, not to mention the expertise and effort involved in
researching and writing accurate and up-to-date content, is beyond the financial
resources of private enterprise.8 With digital publication there are additional costs—
as Phillips himself noted in a 2001 assessment of historical websites on the internet,
‘the best sites tend to be expensive to produce, requiring a team of specialists’.9
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Because of the multi-media dimension of Te Ara, its ‘team of specialists’
includes professionals who would not have been involved in the creation of a
traditional print reference work. For obvious reasons, staff writers have included not
just historians but also geographers, scientists, social scientists and Māori experts.
Their numbers have been swelled by the numerous subject experts in universities
and research institutions commissioned to write entries. But the project has also
recruited web editors, resource researchers (people with skills in researching and
working with graphic material, images, film and sound), copyright experts and web
designers. All members of the team play a significant part in authoring and shaping
the final product. Writers accustomed to having control over the content and style of
their published work can find this intimidating at first, but ultimately enriching.
As well as different skills, members of the in-house Te Ara team bring fresh
perspectives on the requirements of encyclopedia audiences. In particular, the web
designers and web editors are strong advocates for usability. Usability means the
ease with which people can learn to use a website. Further, ‘it refers to how quickly
people can learn to use [it], how efficient they are while using it, how memorable it
is, and how much users like using it.’10 It presupposes both good design—logical
information architecture and clear page layout—and well-structured writing. These
factors are crucial in enabling people to access and understand a website’s content.
As predicted, Te Ara attracts a range of visitors; including many school and
overseas users. Aside from expectations about comprehensive content, they come
with a raft of assumptions. Six years on from the publication of the first theme, there
is no question about the importance of the internet in people’s lives. They use it
every day to find information, to buy items and to keep in touch with friends and
family. Most internet users are now adept at surfing the web, sifting what they find,
and identifying the sites that are useful to them. They have become conditioned to
recognise visual clues when using websites and to expect certain standard
navigation elements. They are notoriously quick to judge: sites that are difficult to
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get around, badly structured or unattractive to look at are soon consigned to
oblivion at the click of a mouse, no matter how valuable their content may be.
Since the 1990s, writers such as Jakob Nielsen11 and Gerry McGovern12 have
analysed the ways users interact with websites and championed the need for
usability as a way of capturing and keeping the attention of the increasingly
sophisticated user. These experts have tended to base their arguments on
commercial imperatives—the need to attract customers and sell products—but their
theories have influenced other types of website. As Nielsen observes ‘You may not
call the people who use your site “customers” . . . However, once people visit your
site, they become customers of a sort, to the extent that they are in the “market” for
something that you may be able to supply. They may or may not pay for this service
with money. They surely will pay with their attention and maybe even with their
loyalty if you treat them well.’13
Te Ara, like many other website projects, has invested considerable effort in
enhancing usability as a way of attracting and retaining a wide range of users. Much
thought was put into the original design of the site, and this is constantly being
discussed and honed. Entries are structured in subentries (web pages) of 500-700
words, with subheadings that can be easily scanned by a reader searching for
specific information. Resources (images, maps, graphs, film and sound files) are
given prominence—we know that some people will only look at the resources, so
they are chosen to tell a story in themselves. Captions are crafted to both describe the
resource and relate it to the text of the entry. The multi-media elements of the site are
linked to subentries, but they can also be accessed separately through a gallery
(which shows all the entry’s resources on one page) and a trail (which enables the
user to view the resources one after another).
Because users who Google-search on a word or term can land on a text or
image page in the middle of an entry, it is critical that they can quickly understand
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where they are and how to get to more information on the topic, or another topic
entirely. Devices such as menus that highlight the current subentry, breadcrumbs,
tabs and other text and visual prompts, enable readers to read the subentries one
after another (or in any other order) and to switch between text and images.
Navigation is therefore all-important.
It also dictates the style of writing. This is a controversial point. The
proposition that web users do not read large amounts of text online, but instead
search for information they need or find interesting, has led usability experts to
emphasise the need for short sentences and simple prose, broken up into easily
scanned sections. Cohen and Rosenzweig reject this approach as ‘lowest common
denominator thinking that historians have always fought against in favour of rich
interpretation and the joy of the written word itself.’14 In my opinion, it all depends
on the context. While there is obviously a place on the web for writing of the kind
historians prefer, it is likely to attract an audience of ‘insiders’, accustomed to its
particular modes. Sites like Te Ara, which aim for a broad following, would be
unwise to ignore widespread conventions about writing for the web.
One of the most difficult things for a novice Te Ara writer to accept is that
many users will not read right through an entry. They may be browsing, looking for
a specific fact, or interested in only one aspect of a topic. Subentries need to stand
alone as far as possible, as well as fitting into a larger story. This gives a thematic
approach advantages over a chronological narrative—though a combination of both
can work. The text has to be readily understood by young readers, non-specialists,
and people other than New Zealanders. Jargon terms, obscure words, and
assumptions of prior knowledge are turn-offs. Brevity is vital: the ability to
summarise is a key skill for a Te Ara writer.
These requirements may seem limiting for historians accustomed to
developing an argument and exploring ideas. However usability principles have the
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potential to make historical content interesting and accessible to more people than
those usually referred to collectively as ‘the historical community’. In addition, web
technology, applied creatively, offers many opportunities to integrate, illustrate and
interpret material. I was able to exploit these opportunities to a greater extent than is
usual with Te Ara entries when preparing the Waikato entry.
***

While the same design and writing principles are followed, the regional theme has a
slightly different structure from the other themes in Te Ara. Conceptualised as a
collection of major entries on 22 regions, it has been developed under the guidance
of regional theme editor, Malcolm McKinnon (editor of the NZHA). Each regional
entry is divided into two sections: one covering topics essential to an understanding
of the region as a whole, and the other describing settlements and other sites of
significance within the region. Both sections are substantial. The average Te Ara
entry is about 2,000-3,000 words long. The two sections of the regional entries are
each between 7,500 and 10,000 words long, so the entire entry can be between 15,000
and 20,000 words. Topic boxes (side bars containing snippets of information) and
captions to resources add considerably to that total.
Why are the regional entries so large? The reason is that they were conceived
as a wide-ranging, high level guide to a region. Most Te Ara entries look at a
narrowly defined topic. The scope of the regional entries, however, is extremely
broad. They are intended to provide users with basic scientific, geographical,
political, economic and social information about the region from a current as well as
an historical point of view. In a sense, they are mini-encyclopedias within the
Encyclopedia. Bearing this in mind, the word allowance does not seem excessive.
History is important in all the regional entries, but I consider it crucial to an
understanding of the Waikato region. In my view, Waikato is an outstanding
example of a place where the actions of people in the past have literally shaped the
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landscape and influenced the lives of those who inhabit it now. This process is
illustrated in subentries describing the development of farming, coal mining, exotic
forestry and the construction of hydroelectric dams along the Waikato River, which
dramatically altered patterns of settlement as well as the vegetation, topography and
indeed the very course of the river. These accounts are informed by (and also
inform) the preliminary descriptions of the region’s geology, climate, flora and
fauna. Having the scope to integrate all these elements within one entry was both
challenging and rewarding.
To explain the advantages of integration, it is helpful to look at the treatment
of the Waikato region in the 1966 Encyclopaedia of New Zealand. There, it seems logical
to go first to the entry entitled ‘Waikato-Hauraki region’. This has little in the way of
historical content: it dwells on the region’s economic significance from a
geographical perspective. It turns out that the history of the Waikato region is dealt
with in ‘Auckland Province and Provincial Districts’—not the first entry a reader
would think to consult. In this entry, Waikato is just one part of a huge area
stretching from Northland to south of Lake Taupo, including the Coromandel
Peninsula. Other New Zealand regions are treated the same way. It seems that
Encyclopaedia’s editorial committee decided to separate the historical and
geographical analyses of regions. Moreover, they chose to use the old provincial
districts as a basis for discussing history, but more modern boundaries for looking at
geography. This unusual approach stymies readers who just want an overview of a
region, partly by creating an artificial division between history and geography, and
partly by inadvertently concealing distinct regions within larger administrative
districts.
Beyond the two major entries, there is more information about Waikato,
including its history, elsewhere in the 1966 Encyclopaedia, but it is difficult to access.
Entries about the Waikato region or general entries relevant to it such as ‘Dairy
industry’, ‘Maori Wars’, and ‘Railways’ are scattered throughout the three volumes.
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The Waikato-focussed entries range from the obvious and easily identified—for
example ‘Waikato River’, to the obscure or unusual—my favourite is ‘“Ake ake” the
words used at Orakau’. Because of the traditional A to Z organisation of the
volumes, it is hard work tracking down these related entries. In fact, users need to
have some prior knowledge of the region to know where to look. The ‘see’ references
are not much help. Those for ‘Waikato-Hauraki region’ read ‘See also Geology,
Climate, Soils, Mining, etc; also separate entries such as Waikato River, Hamilton,
Matamata, Cambridge, etc’, while the Auckland Province entry simply refers the
reader back to the Waikato-Hauraki entry. To get more information, it is necessary to
spend hours poring through the index and handling weighty tomes. Now that a
digitised version of the 1966 Encyclopaedia is located on the Te Ara website, it is
possible to search by keyword, thus uncovering the entries relevant to Waikato more
quickly. However, the wide dispersal of this material is still potentially
problematical for readers.
In the end, the results of the quest, whether undertaken manually or
electronically, are disappointing. As Jock Phillips points out, it is only fair to excuse
the paucity of historical information and the fact that the interpretation now seems
very old-fashioned: the 1966 Encyclopaedia predates the massive growth in historical
research about New Zealand and the in-depth investigations and social adjustments
that have accompanied Treaty claims lodged with the Waitangi Tribunal.15 But other
essential elements are missing: for example, there are entries on Pirongia, Te Aroha
and Karioi mountains but only scattered references to those peaks of immense local
significance, Maungatautari and Taupiri; reasonably substantial detail about towns
such as Huntly and Putaruru but little about the smaller places such as Pirongia and
Tirau that give the region its special character; and a mere handful of biographies of
Waikato people. Illustrative matter is confined to a few maps, and photographs of
farmland, cow sheds and milk tankers and the like. The largely mono-cultural and
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uneven nature of the coverage makes it difficult to get a proper sense of the region,
or to see how different topics relate to each other.
Clearly, having close to 20,000 words to describe the region has given me the
chance to rectify many of these omissions (though as I suggested earlier, the
apparently munificent allowance was soon used up). More to the point, the Te Ara
regional entry structure has allowed me to bring all the related information together
in one place, providing comprehensive coverage in which the component parts are
easily discoverable. This format, it could be argued, can be achieved in the print
medium as easily as the digital. Not as successfully, I would reply. Not only is it
much easier to move around a digital entry, the hypertextuality of the web makes it
possible to bring in related content to supplement and illuminate the narrative,
allowing a fuller and richer picture to be seen. For example, subentries can link to
the riches of the DNZB (now located on the Te Ara website) which contains nearly
120 entries on Waikato people.
Another advantage that the Te Ara format has over traditional print
encyclopedias is that additional information can be provided through interactive
film and sound clips, many of which are in themselves useful historical sources.
Examples in the Waikato entry include newsreels from the 1940s, 50s and 60s about
peat fires, 16 an agricultural experiment at Ruakura research station, 17 and the
construction of the Meremere thermal power station, 18 as well as more recent
television news excerpts about Kiwi International airline’s first flight,19 a Kinleith
pulp and paper mill strike,20 and the cancellation of the Hamilton game during the
1981 Springbok rugby tour.21 Fascinating historical maps, too large and detailed to
reproduce in a print source, can be accessed through a ‘zoomify’ function. Ferdinand
Hochstetter’s 1859 geological map of Waikato 22 and William Australia Graham’s
1864 survey map of Hamilton East,23 for example, both support and elaborate on the
subentries they accompany.
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The key advantage that the Te Ara regional entry structure has over that of the
traditional encyclopedia format, however, is that it is much easier and faster to
navigate. The layout of both sections, ‘Waikato region’ and ‘Waikato places’, is
similar to that of other regional entries, so that regular users soon learn their way
around. For first-time visitors, signposts are clear enough that they can find specific
topics quickly. In the places entry, subentries are organised in a natural sequence
with nearby locations grouped together. The search box on each page enhances the
ability to answer questions and find specific topics quickly, and to identify related
entries within Te Ara. As each entry appears in the context of a regional theme,
accessed through a ‘home page’ with an interactive map of New Zealand, the reader
can explore adjacent or similar regions. And finally, the entries list other, non-Te Ara
sources of additional information—and if those sources are digital a hyperlink will
take the reader directly to them.
The effect of this structure is enabling. Not only are readers more likely to
find quickly what they are looking for, they are better able to contextualise and make
sense of it. Bringing into association the many disparate elements that together
explain a region helps to communicate its complexity and distinctiveness. Moreover,
integrating

historical

explanation,

biographies

and

source

material

with

geographical and scientific information makes it possible to suggest reasons why a
region developed as it did.
***
So much for enabling the user to grasp the past. Can this structure inspire users to
think about history? Is it possible, in the words of Cohen and Rosenzweig, to ‘solicit
powerful responses’24 through the way material is presented?
At first glance, the brevity of the historical text does not seem to encourage
this. For example, key historical events that shaped Waikato such as the invasion of
the region by British and colonial forces in 1863 and 1864, and the subsequent
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confiscation from the Māori inhabitants of most land in western Waikato, are merely
sketched in the ‘Waikato region’ subentry entitled ‘Pakeha impact’. Here I had
around 600 words in which to cover the arrival of Pakeha explorers, traders and
missionaries, the beginnings of the Kingitanga, the reasons behind the wars of the
1860s, and the progress and outcome of the war in Waikato. Needless to say, this
involved the weighing of every word, and there was no space for the quotation,
discussion and telling detail in which historians delight. However, for those whose
interest is piqued, there is much more text about the war and its impact throughout
the entry: in topic boxes (quirky snippets of information), captions to resources,
linked DNZB biographies, and descriptions of places, to give some examples. For the
small group of users prepared to read at length, a more complex story emerges
incrementally, one that may provoke and unsettle.
For that much larger group—users who will just dip into the entry—there are
other ways of sparking the historical imagination. The arrangement of the ‘Waikato
places’ section in subentries that relate to discrete chunks of territory, provides one
opportunity to confront the reader with alternatives. With each subentry, segments
of the region have to be fitted into a map that is ideally 500 pixels wide and high, the
size decreed to work best in our page design and remain readable on a computer
screen. Decisions on how to associate geographical features and settlements, bearing
in mind these requirements, require considerable thought. There are several ways to
divide the area south of Te Awamutu, for example, each of which would tell a
slightly different story or prompt a different reading. These little maps, and the
subentries that arise out of them, can suggest both logical and unexpected
connections between places. For instance, a user might interpret the subentry on
Morrinsville and places nearby as showing the importance for the dairy industry of
draining land and developing river, rail and road transport links. The text about the
Kopuatai Peat Dome interrupts to show what was lost (or nearly lost) in the process.
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The resources, in particular, often introduce an element of surprise that is
conducive to a sense of discovery. Regional entries provide a comprehensive multimedia experience because of their size, with most having around 200 resources; the
Waikato has 215 in total. These draw on the holdings of local repositories as well as
national institutions such as the Alexander Turnbull Library, and are very much the
product of the team effort I mentioned earlier. Although I identified some resources
and helped make final decisions about others, Janine Faulknor was responsible for
researching and locating the many photographs, film and sound clips in the entry,
while the maps, graphs and other design elements were the work of the design team
including Julia Vodanovich, Heath Sadlier and Kristy Mayes, with research and
guidance from Malcolm McKinnon. Some of the ideas that came out of this
collaborative process are particularly imaginative, providing clear and engaging
illustrations of some concepts.
One example is the interactive map showing in detail the progress of the
invasion of the Waikato, and commenting on it. 25 This was devised with the
assistance of David Green, author of the recently-published Battlefields of the New
Zealand Wars: A Visitor’s Guide. The three-stage map allows readers to trace the
progress of troops as they crossed the Waikato border from the north, proceeded up
the Waikato River, and marched into the heart of the region. Text explanation can be
switched on or off at each stage. This map conveys a considerable amount of
historical information with the minimum of words. The dynamic movement of the
interactive also conveys a sense of incursion into territory. In these ways the resource
could be said to meet Cohen and Rosenzweig’s exacting standards for design of
historical graphics on the web: it is ‘economical, elegant, and persuasive’.26
Resources provide for juxtapositions that can be illuminating. This is
particularly the case when a historical image is paired with a contemporary one. It is
difficult for most Hamiltonians today to imagine a time when trains used to cross the
main thoroughfare, Victoria Street, bringing traffic to a halt. A striking photograph
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of 1939, taken before a subway was constructed, followed by a photograph snapped
at the same spot in 2010,27 reveals the disruptiveness of this arrangement and its
potential dangers. Similarly, an 1863 eyewitness sketch of the battle of Rangiriri
linked with an aerial photograph of the remains of some of the trenches enables
users to appreciate the scale of the pa and the engineering achievement of those who
constructed it.28 It also allows anyone visiting the site to relate an historical account
to physical evidence still carved in the landscape.
Curious artefacts take the user off on some intriguing tangents. One example
is the interactive page flow of a dance card from a ball held by the 4th Waikato Militia
in the winter of 1865,29 when intense cold and food shortages were making daily life
for Hamilton’s military settlers miserable. The user can digitally ‘leaf’ through the
little programme with its faint pencil annotations and faded blue ribbon, speculating
about the owner and why he might have preserved this particular keepsake. A
similar page flow shows extracts of pages from a Waikato farmers’ earmarks book
from 1936.30 This allows a glimpse into the tightly-organised community that existed
amongst dairy farmers in the Waikato at this time, and also provides insights into
everyday farming activities. Cleverly designed resources like these should not be
dismissed as mere gimmicks: they make users active participants in a learning
process by enticing them to explore historical objects. Perhaps, too, they will
encourage further investigation of the subentry text.
While presenting all this material, however, we have to be aware that the web
is also a place for creation of material by its users. It is, as Lisa Gitelman asserts in
Always Already New: Media, History, and the Data of Culture, ‘an interpretive space’
where those who publish are joined in the act of interpretation by a public ‘variously
engaged in reading, selecting, excerpting, linking, citing, pasting, writing, designing,
revising, updating, and deleting.’31
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In Te Ara, audience interaction, a cornerstone of public history practice,32 is
encouraged by methods used on many websites. Users are invited to send in their
personal accounts in relation to any entry. This provides an opportunity to develop
topics within the entry by drawing forth information and insights (and often also
privately-held photographs) that might not otherwise be publicly revealed. Unlike
some websites, Te Ara exercises some control over this process to ensure a high
standard of factual accuracy and presentation, consistent with its goal to be a reliable
source of information. Any stories submitted are sifted and the best chosen; they are
copy-edited, often illustrated, and presented in a format that clearly distinguishes
them from other text.
At best, they can add considerable value, and in the case of regional entries,
provide a platform for those passionate about ‘their place’. One example is a story
attached to the Putaruru and Tirau subentry of the ‘Waikato places’ section,
describing the once thriving settlement of Pinedale.33 It was submitted by Jocelyn
Keith, who grew up in Pinedale in the 1940s. Her recollections are of historical
interest because Pinedale was one of a number of small South Waikato timber towns
that flourished after the Second World War. As well as giving factual details about a
place that no longer exists and about which little has been written, Keith’s story
deftly evokes a New Zealand childhood. The class and race barriers, the oppressive
dominance of the timber mill, and the sense of isolation that she experienced are all
hinted at in her brief account.
A more direct means of engaging the audience is the ‘comments’ feature at
the bottom of each resource. Moderated only to exclude anything unhelpful or
offensive, it gives readers an opportunity to share memories, add information and
ask and answer questions. A relatively recent feature on Te Ara, it is still to be
discovered by many users, but already another former inhabitant of Pinedale has
commented on Jocelyn Keith’s story, adding further details about the township. A
similar facility that has operated for some time on the NZHistory.net website shows
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how well this can work in providing users with space to discuss and reflect on
history.34
***
Historian Michael O’Malley has suggested that the look and feel of a website is ‘part
of its ideology, part of its thesis or argument.’35 Te Ara’s goals are ambitious: it aims
to traverse all knowledge about New Zealand and appeal to as wide an audience as
possible. Good visual design, clear navigation, straightforward and understandable
text, and attractive resources are all intended to support these goals. History is an
intrinsic part of Te Ara’s content, but it is often a means to an end, rather than an end
in itself. The historian is just one member of an interdisciplinary team. However, for
anyone currently or potentially interested in history, the techniques used in Te Ara
can provide stimulating ways of encountering the past.
The Waikato entry is intended as a ‘beginners’ guide’ to the region: a starting
point for research for those so inclined, and a reliable source of information for those
simply seeking answers to basic questions. Te Ara’s structure and its emphasis on
usability accommodate both approaches, enabling users to find reference
information quickly, but also giving them the opportunity to explore and think.
Drawing on Te Ara’s team approach, it has been possible to elaborate, raise further
questions, and suggest different viewpoints about Waikato history using text,
multimedia resources and organisational devices. The hope is that users without any
knowledge of the region’s past will learn a little, and that at least some will come
away with a more developed understanding—and perhaps the inspiration to learn
more.
NANCY SWARBRICK
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‘Every brick, a boy’. The Invention of
Tradition and the Use of History:
Preliminary observations from a ‘learning history’ at Southwell School.

When I was young I went to a private preparatory school for boys.1 Making school
bricks was part of the experience. My memory of making bricks is nothing like as
strong as my memory of the meaning of making bricks. What follows might explain
why.
This is an excerpt from a conversation between the author and the late John Otley, former
boarding housemaster at Southwell. Ivan Smith was school chaplain from 1976-1982.
John Otley: One story that is missing . . . was one of the very moving times. The
chapel was being rebuilt. The first week I’d arrived, um, they had this big chapel
launch for the appeal . . . and I just heard Ivan Smith talking . . . he had spent years
building this, the bricks for the chapel. Hours and hours and I’d get the boys up at—
well quarter past six they put on their old jerseys and they’d run over there with
their gumboots on, a concrete mixer was going—Ivan was always there. The concrete
mixer and they’d stamp the bricks and they’d stamp the concrete into the moulds
and they did this for the week. That was the squad. Ivan organised all the squads.
And there were some boys who always wanted to do it and they were—they used to
hang around. But then they’d spray up after school, they’d set, they’d take them out
and put them in there, and carry them out and put them in there. And all from . . .
you know where the Old Boys’ garden is?
Mark Smith: Yes.
John: All the way through to Peachgrove Road, there were piles of bricks by the
hundred. There were just lots and lots and lots of them. But then—oh we used the
chapel for Sunday communion but [then] the roof [came] off [sweeping hand
gesture]. We, yeah, we used it as much as we could, and then we had to have chapel
in the hall. But the time came when they’d selected the contract and it was all ready
to start and we’d had chapel in the hall and then Ivan said, ‘Today’s a special day. I
don’t want anyone to say a word, but you’re to pick up one brick and you’ll find a
chalk outline or a white string around where the new chapel will go. Place your
bricks end on end’—around where the new chapel was. And the whole School
walked in one line. They just picked up one brick and we just put it around where
the new chapel was. You know, all those stories of laying, laying…
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Mark: What a spectacular . . .
John: . . . laying foundations . . .
Mark: Oh literally.
John: . . . yeah it was. Yeah it was actually very moving. And no-one said anything
and we all put our brick down and went off to class . . .

The passage above describes a passionately held idea of Southwell School, one that
emphasises identity, inclusion and community; ‘history and mystery’. It also
highlights a particular invented tradition.2 That history goes into making identity
will come as no surprise — but brickmaking? These and several other insights are
among the observations gained from an application of the learning history method.
The remainder of this article explains the method, then locates, justifies and explains
my research, before discussing preliminary observations.
The learning history method comes from organisational theory. It emphasises
participant involvement and makes the research process explicit. It has particular
relevance for exploring historical consciousness and reflexivity on an organisational
scale. Amongst other things, my doctoral research is a trial of this method. To make
my life even more interesting, I have also applied the method to study how history is
used and perceived beyond the Academy. I am applying the learning history
method to create histories of how organisations have used their history. The learning
history approach offers the unusual opportunity to include the people whose history
we tell in the history-making process; and in a way that goes beyond simply offering
their words and sources. The learning history method involves deliberately putting a
history document back to participants and explicitly capturing the response of that
group, as a group. The learning history is interactive history. It has potential as a
new means of approaching imagined community and identity construction. My
adaptation of the learning history process is designed to encourage organisations to
see the potential benefit from reimagining their history as both a frame, and a
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catalyst for future action. The learning history method has not been applied in this
way before.
The method is theoretically located at the intersection of literature on
organisational theory, public history and historical consciousness.3 It also makes use
of, and addresses issues posed by, literature on collective memory, narrative,
contextual analysis, action research, oral history and many of the post-modern
challenges to the historical discipline. My research particularly explores the potential
of the method to address post-modern demands around participant involvement,
multiple

readings

and

significations.

There

is

a

significant

amount

of

historiographical literature that calls for the kind of work that the learning history
methodology could deliver. Without going into detailed justification, some of those
calls include:
1. the traditional demand for the accurate representation of the past,4
2. the need for a greater emphasis on the contingent nature of history,5
3. work that better addresses the needs of the present,6 and
4. work that encourages more reflection on history.7
If these demands are met, then the method will not just be a public history
methodology, but one that facilitates a post-modern reading of itself and the history
it presents. Situating and justifying the use of the learning history methodology in
the historical discipline needs a literature review article of its own and will be
addressed extensively in my thesis.
I am pursuing this research as an idealistic response to one of public history's
great calls-to-arms. In 1978, Robert Kelley called for public historians and public
history to work for the benefit of society by sharing the historical method of
analysis. 8 A blunt essentialisation of his position is that if more people thought
historically, life would generally be better. ‘Historically-grounded policies’ and
decisions could not ‘help but be sounder in conception… more effective…’ and
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‘…more aligned with human reality’.9 Kelley held out the idea of the study of history
helping people become more humane and informed citizens, contributing to a more
civilised society. Kelley and his colleagues have sent legions of public history
graduates forth to demonstrate the utility and value of this historical approach ever
since.
The utility of history addressed in my work steers clear of Nietzsche’s easily
abused ideas and cleaves closer to Kelley’s conception.10 Kelley presented the idea
that history is no longer just about teaching students about the past but also solving
problems in the here and now: ‘the value of history is in good part the help it gives
us as we attempt to understand the present scene’.11 Yet Kelley juxtaposed this with
his opinion that history is not read only because it is relevant. Indeed one of the
great benefits of thinking historically is to get past superficial present-mindedness;
the provincialism of pure presentism.12 While a strong argument could be made for
the benefits of more historically orientated decision-making processes, that deserves
another article.
Yet this kind of historical thinking is not widespread. The considerations and
thought processes historians treat as normal disciplinary practice are unusual. A
(self-aware) historical consciousness can be defined as ‘the full awareness of the
historicity of everything present and the relativity of all opinions’, that ‘modern
consciousness—precisely as historical consciousness—takes a reflexive position
concerning all that is handed down by tradition.’13 This definition means historical
consciousness is a particular kind of memory informed by historical scholarship
with its critical stance towards sources and the awareness of the foreignness of the
past. 14 Samuel Wineburg argued that this approach is extremely unnatural. 15
Wineburg found that historians, unlike almost all other people, actually do read
critically.16 Wineburg encapsulated the idea in an anecdote: he presented material to
a historian and watched their eyes move across the page—when asked what they
were doing, the historian replied that they were considering the source of the piece
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and the context. When Wineburg probed further, the historian replied to the effect
that ‘But everybody does that’. Yet Wineburg’s work emphatically revealed that was
not the case. 17 Critically examining any text is unusual.
The significance of this for the introduction of the learning history method
into the historical discipline, and public history in particular, is that this method
might be one more way of reaching people who do not think of themselves as
historians. Through its structured involvement and reflection process, the method
can be another way to answer Kelley's call and spread the historical approach.
Realistically, I do not expect this to have a great deal of appeal for people with no
interest in history at all. However, it is possible that people who are interested in the
history of their particular organisation might find it easier to apply a structured,
deliberately reflective process to the history of something they find relevant. The
great formations of nation and humanity can feel vast and abstract, but our local
organisations are things we actively participate in almost every day. It is at the local
level and in organisations that most of us live our lives—and this is the level at
which the learning history operates. The key point in locating the learning history
method within public history is that public history is not dumbed-down history.
Instead it is history that is packaged in a more accessible way—and that is exactly
what a learning history can be.
It was with these considerations in mind that I first framed my main thesis
research questions:
1. What can the learning history methodology bring to public history?
2. How have the organisations selected for study utilised their past?

Testing the learning history method across several cases will help gauge its value for
historians. I plan to evaluate the method against the standards above and whatever
else comes out of its application. To direct the course of each case, I have to use the
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method for a purpose. I settled on applying it to investigate how history is used
within organisations. In order to address those questions thoroughly I will have to
work through several applications of the learning history methodology. Exemplars
are required before the majority of historians will accept or engage with a novel
theory or methodology. An exemplary exemplar is E.P. Thompson's The Making of
the English Working-Class and its effect on the discipline’s willingness to problematize
class.18
The learning history methodology itself is a process and a record of
organisation-wide reflective conversations. It is meant to encourage productive
reflection in a structured fashion. To facilitate this, the learning history method has
three phases.
1. Data collection.
2. Data distillation (the creation of the learning history document).
3. A dissemination meeting(s) (the learning history document is distributed
weeks before) where participants hear each other react and reflect upon the
document.

The initial phase involves all the standard forms of historical research: archival
research, individual and group interviews, critical thought, etc. What is significantly
different about this approach is the learning history itself and the dissemination
meeting. The document is written in the split-page jointly-told-tale style, with the
conversation of the interviewees on one side, and the historian's comments
highlighting key points on the other.19 For example:
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Excerpt from the Learning History for Southwell School20

History as the foundation of identity

The name of this identity:
‘The Southwell Family’

Royce Helm (Headmaster 2003-Present): I think history plays
an enormous role in this school - in terms of who we are,
where we are going, what we're doing.
And it's always important to reference that back. When I
welcome a student to the school, we've introduced a little
ceremony which is the presentation of a badge—the blazer
badge. And in the past what's happened is that it was sort of
a handout at assembly. But we now do it in the Chapel, and
we present the badge to the child, and I say to the child
‘Welcome to the Southwell Family’.

Later in that interview
Starts with history
What goes into this identity, how it
supports the school, and how the use
of school history supports that
identity

History at Southwell is offered to
allow individuals to include an idea
in their own sense of identity—
membership of the Southwell Family

And ends in identity

Royce: History is incredibly important. You can see it in the
architecture. You can see it in the uniform. You can,
hopefully, see it in the people. But it’s an aspect of the School
that is relevant to today's world, not stifling. That's how I'd
describe it. It is not quaint. It doesn't have a ‘realism’ for the
children, but it is something they consider really important.
Because often the children leave here and go to all sorts of
different schools. But they will come back to Southwell with a
sense of familiarity. And it's that familiarity which is
embodied, embedded in the heritage items. To come back to
Southwell and see the kids are still walking silently, with their
hands behind their backs, to Chapel. And that you’re still not
allowed to walk on the grass. That the buildings still have
that motif, the terracotta motif. And that the kids are still
making Southwell bricks. That we still believe it's important
to come first in the cross-country and win a cup. That's what I
think makes the School really what it is.

The learning history document is designed to promote discussion and engagement
at the dissemination meeting. It is this document, and the dissemination meeting
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that follows, that makes the learning history method distinct from other oral history.
The learning history document itself is a new form that combines narrative,
transcript, and report to make a kind of history that is deliberately intended for
group discussion as part of its process. The response(s) of the group at the
dissemination meeting(s) is interesting in itself and can include addressing the issues
raised and proposing courses of action. It would be something like gathering the
most affected readers of a traditional history text and hearing them hear each other
respond to it. The events, results, implications and issues of the whole process are
written up as a case study after the dissemination meeting(s).
A new approach often offers a new way around existing issues. My research
will illuminate issues which arise with applying the learning history method to the
work of public history. The cases themselves will raise interesting issues; examining
a private school unavoidably raises the issue of class. When problematizing class, it
is fascinating to contemplate invented traditions and ‘a distinct history’ as ideas that
have been used to foster the ‘corporate sense of superiority of elites… particularly
when these had to be recruited from those who did not already possess it
[“superiority”] by birth or ascription—rather than by inculcating a sense of
obedience in inferiors.’21 It seems obvious to suggest that a school like Southwell can
afford to make much of its history. What might be less obvious is that Southwell
cannot afford not to. Rather than dwell on class as a category and present an
underdone version of what has been well done by others, I would like to examine
the less obvious.
***
The rest of this article is based on my initial research in the Southwell case. What I
offer here are only observations and thoughts on the preliminary stage of my
research. What follows are findings only in the sense that they are some of what I
presented to Southwell in their learning history.
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At first glance, Southwell is as redolent with history as a New Zealand school
can be. Founded in 1911 and based on the model of the English ‘public’ school,
Southwell has a tradition of school operas, daily chapel services and an extensive
educational offering. There are at least six peripheral organisations, each dedicated
to supporting the School in a particular way.22 There is a significant archive, and a
part-time archivist who also coordinates the School’s many heritage efforts and the
Old Boys and Girls Association. In print and at frequent school occasions, those
involved with Southwell are collectively referred to as ‘the Southwell Family’.
History at Southwell is about identity. History at Southwell is used to sustain
an organisational identity; the Southwell Family. This in turn supports
organisational sustainability. The use of history is itself part of the wider effort to
build this identity through structured activities and the widest possible involvement,
from what you might expect: numerous jubilees, reunions and regular
communications (e.g. newsletters and school magazines), to the extra efforts, such as
several small books and for many years, a sort of on-site open museum, ‘The
Southwell Room’. Former pupils can even deepen their connection by celebrating
their wedding in the School Chapel.
It is not that most of these activities are unique to Southwell, but that there are
so many and how they facilitate the performance of a Southwell identity. It is not
surprising to find efforts to structure parts of social life in a world of constant
change. 23 Among numerous examples, there is one that illustrates the dynamic
between history and identity particularly well. Today’s Southwell students all make
a brick before they leave. It is now a defining part of the Southwell experience.
Students look forward to it. Staff and parents who were never Southwell students
also pitch in. Adult ex-pupils who never made a brick, still feel that they should—
and are offered the opportunity to do so.24
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Brickmaking became part of Southwell in the third term of 1923.25 The staff
and students made bricks for the construction of the School Chapel, and did so again
for the several expansions to the Chapel and later construction efforts. Headmasters,
visiting bishops and the like have emphasised the contribution of the students in
building and fundraising for their own school and house of worship ever since.
There have been many fine variations on the theme of ‘every brick, a boy’ (Southwell
was not co-educational until 2000). By 1950, and no doubt long before, Southwell
bricks had come to represent more than mere moulded material.26
Brickmaking at Southwell has gone from the financially prudent mass
production of thousands of bricks in the 1940s and 1950s to the bonding ritual of
today. The bricks can no longer even be used for structural purposes. Instead they
are used for features such as the internal use of bricks in the counter of the main
office, and in garden settings, as symbols of Southwell. Brickmaking has come to
represent continuity and connection with all of those who have contributed to
Southwell's history. Statements such as ‘The tradition continues’ can be found
throughout recent editions of the semi-annual Southwell School Chronicle—Newsletter
for the Southwell Family.27An article with that very statement as its title made a point
of inviting ‘Old Boys and Girls or other members of the Southwell family’ to make ‘a
batch or two of bricks’, and stressed that no experience was needed.
A quick internet search will reveal innumerable ‘buy-a-brick’ campaigns. This
suggests a wider societal fetishisation of the ‘brick’. Bricks are no longer even a
primary building material, yet they represent buildings, structure, foundations, etc.28
It is interesting to consider the idea of a fetish or a myth becoming stronger when it
is no longer bound to fact. It is salutary for experts to recall how surprising it once
was that ANZAC sentiment became stronger as veterans passed away.29 The same
thing can have different meanings at different times. It is possible to believe that an
unchanging ritual might genuinely reflect stability. Yet in times of change, such a
ritual might be intended to give the ‘impression of continuity, community and
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comfort despite overwhelming contextual evidence to the contrary.’30 These rituals
are examples of the preservation of anachronism as a unifying symbol of
community.
History at Southwell feeds into the School’s wider identity effort. The use of
history emphasises continuity. The frequent threading of history through the
structured involvement activities of the School reinforces its identity, sustains the
sense of connection, and in a virtuous circle, provides the conceptual space for each
effort by making it a contribution to an existing heritage. That in turn adds to the
School’s history and renews the sense of continuity for those involved. And all this
can be seen literally with the addition of each new brick.
Taken together, the above can be seen as characteristic of a community—
certainly of something more than a mere institution. What it amounts to is a massive
and pervasive effort to include as many people as possible.31 After all, brickmaking
includes all students and as many others as possible instead of a mere ritual
minority. This was and is deliberate. Brickmaking at Southwell was revived
explicitly for community building.
Excerpt from the Learning History for Southwell School32

Mark: What made you want to revive it?

The conscious creation
community ritual

of

a

Geoff Burgess (Former Headmaster 1989-1993): Um, I think
one of the big things I’ve learned in being a head is that you
are entrusted with this amazing job of being the caretaker if
you like of a community. And ah I remember from my
lectures ah at university, a Thomas Sergiovanni, an American
professor, talking about culture in schools being the most
important – the head being the high priest of the culture. It
soon became apparent to me that you’re only going to be the
high priest of a culture if you’re in harmony and sympathy
with your community, and so bringing forward or amplifying
important stories and key icons of that school are important,
to carry forward. of Southwell’s history, of the boys
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to carry forward. And so in my reading, back through all of
my magazines, as you do, you trawl the magazines as a head
Deliberately drawing on a resonant
part of Southwell’s past for
community building

and you hear people talk, and you pretty soon hear the
stories that resonate - and that the brick-making was one
that that did resonate. And resonated with me personally,
because I like practical things. I like building and doing and I
thought, hm, that, yeah, we’ve got to do this. We’ve got to
bring back that that nature, that aspect of Southwell’s
history, of the boys physically putting their labour into
something which is going to contribute to, contribute to a
physical part of the School.

Brickmaking at Southwell is an invented tradition in the sense that it is a deliberate
re-enactment intended to establish continuity with a suitable historic past. It is
unsurprising, but worth emphasising, that the current Headmaster sees the need to
deliberately promote this and all other involvement efforts ‘. . . for the pragmatic
financial viability of the School.’33
Yet for all of those efforts, outside of the headmaster's office there seems to
have been little reflection on the School's history and its use prior to this research.
While history is often invoked at Southwell, it is rarely reflected upon:
Nicole Xue (Year 8 Student 2010): I think for me I’ve never actually sat down and
talked about the history of Southwell. Like you walk around and then you think
about it and you think you know so much about it. And then you actually sit down
and talk about it in like, in a way like this, and it’s just like it takes a long time for
everything to come back. And like otherwise if you’re walking around, it’s just like
you never actually really think about it.
Supipi: Devadittiya (Year 8 Student 2010): And you kind of . . .
Nicole: Even on Founders’ Day, you don’t really think about it.
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[Later in that interview:]
Mark: What does having . . . taken today . . . to actually sit down and think about it
[Southwell’s history and use of its history]—how does that feel?
Nicole: . . . you’ve never actually, you’ve been here, you’ve spent like most, like right
now you’ve spent most of your life here and it seems strange just to talk about it.
‘Cos it’s not like you go home and you go, ‘Mum I’m going to talk about Southwell
history. Let’s sit down and talk.’ It’s not exactly like that. And so everything just
develops into your head but you never actually really think about talking about it
and just talking about it is just different.34

This insightful reflection on a lack of reflection highlights how the learning history
process can engage people (especially people who do not think of themselves as
historians) in historical reflective practice. Engaging participants in reflection was
itself one of the reasons for applying the learning history method. So what has the
preliminary research shown about the method? With reference to the points drawn
from the literature mentioned above, the method has allowed scope for
corroboration of sources in an attempt to present an ‘accurate’ reconstruction of the
past (1), and encouraged some participants to engage with the notions of
contingency, present purposes and reflexivity (2, 3 and 4). In this one learning
history case, I have found participants engaging with their history, reflecting on it,
checking on it and thinking about what more they wanted to do with it for present
purposes.
While these early observations are encouraging, the application of the
learning history method has not been easy. The learning history process is
logistically difficult and conceptually challenging. Complicating a novel method
with an unusual research direction has not made the work easier. Asking people to
think about ‘the use of history’ has often involved asking participants to think about
these notions for the first time. Yet the preliminary research has also thrown up
fascinating insights. It has been exciting to hear how people outside the Academy
perceive ‘history’ and its role. Throughout my research I never explicitly defined
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‘history’ for the people I interviewed. I asked them for their sense of history, and
what they told me often sounded like David Lowenthal's notion of heritage. For
Lowenthal heritage is not just ‘bad history’, it is not history at all—‘heritage is not an
inquiry into the past but a celebration of it, not an effort to know what actually
happened but a profession of faith in our past tailored to present-day purposes.’
Indeed, ‘Its many faults are inseparable from heritage’s central role in husbanding
community, identity, continuity, indeed history itself.’35 The point is that all of these
efforts communicate a social memory. History and heritage are used to create a
shared past. The people these efforts speak to feel a sense of sharing in past events
even when they were not actual participants. Here, history is used as part of the
construction of group identity. Taken together, these efforts are a way (the ‘best’
way?) to create an ‘imagined community’. The learning history method makes this
blurring explicit and facilitates reflection on it; the first step in any change. My
research has also tentatively begun to explicate how historical consciousness
operates. It highlights that there is conscious creation of ‘the memory’ from
‘authorities’; people such as officials, managers and historians. Yet these efforts
could only succeed if they resonate with the public they address.36 Both the authority
and the resonance are required.
My preliminary research has also cast up a raft of observations about existing
issues within historiography, such as: memory (how the very ‘presence of the
present’ effaces the old and influences memory, how contemporary myth and ghost
stories function alongside history in collective memory, and a collective faith in
‘continuity’, in spite of great historical change), power (the role of financial influence
in the prominence of ‘history’ and heritage), and narrative (I have had the
opportunity to observe an elective version of heritage, as distinct from nationalist or
consanguine—and sometimes sanguinary—conceptions).
Overall, this preliminary research has been promising. It has offered insights
into historiographical issues and has a great deal to say about the dynamic between
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history and identity, heritage and reflection (and yes, brickmaking). These early
observations give reason to be quietly optimistic about the learning history
methodology’s ability to address historiographical demands around accuracy,
contingency, present purposes and reflexivity—and the method’s ultimate potential
to contribute one more original brick to scholarship.

MARK SMITH
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A Newly-available Resource for Historians of
Early New Zealand:
The Marist Missionary Letters (1838-54)
The 7000 pages of primary documents of the Lettres reçues d’Océanie constitute a vast
new source for the study of the Pacific during the period 1838-54.1 Published in 2009
after sixteen years of transcription, the Lettres are the collected correspondence of the
first French Marist missionaries to New Zealand and other Pacific islands. In the
words of Pacific historian Hugh Laracy, they are ‘the single most important
foundational contribution to Pacific history in its fullest extent since J. C.
Beaglehole’s magisterial editions of James Cook’s Journals’. 2 About 2000 of those
pages are transcripts of letters written in New Zealand that open up a fresh
perspective of life before the wars of the 1860’s. This paper will locate the early
French Marist Māori mission within the context of New Zealand public history
before exploring how the Lettres reçues d’Océanie can complement existing views of
early colonial New Zealand. To better contextualise the correspondence, it would be
useful to begin with a brief background of the Marists’ presence in New Zealand.
The Society of Mary, whose members were known as Marists, was an order
founded during France’s post-Revolutionary renewal of interest in Catholicism. The
Society was based in Lyon, and its early members, both priests and brothers, were
typically of humble origins from nearby rural parishes. The priests were well-read
and highly literate after years of study, while the brothers had less formal education
but were generally skilled in a particular craft and aspired to work as lay
missionaries. In 1836, the pope entrusted the Society of Mary with the mission of
evangelising Western Oceania, a vast area containing many of the Pacific’s
archipelagos. After a journey of more than a year, the first Marists arrived in New
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Zealand in the Hokianga in January 1838: just one priest and one brother, with their
bishop, Jean-Baptiste-François Pompallier. Correspondence was a key factor in the
mission’s success, and neither Pompallier nor the head of the Marists in France,
Father Colin, had allowed sufficiently for the difficulties of lengthy delays in
communication. Funding and more missionaries depended on prudent accounts and
favourable reports from New Zealand but without money and men, Pompallier
could do little. More Marists eventually arrived with funds in mid-1839, enabling
Pompallier to found missions throughout the country in the early 1840s.
Pompallier’s remarkable charisma and his status as the first bishop of any
denomination in New Zealand gave him great mana among Māori and Pakeha alike
and saw him seated prominently during discussions preceding the Treaty of
Waitangi. However, his priests believed Pompallier appropriated the mission’s
mana and borrowed too much money maintaining it. During his visits around the
country, the bishop would come ashore in magnificent robes from the mission’s
large schooner, distribute generous gifts to Māori as he established a station and
then leave a lonely and impoverished priest to carry on. By 1842 the priests reported
to Colin that they were isolated, starving and demoralised. The Society of Mary
broke with Pompallier and stopped sending priests to New Zealand. Negotiations
with the Vatican resulted in a diplomatic solution: Pompallier would have the
newly-created diocese of Auckland with non-Marist priests, while the French
Marists would move to the Wellington diocese. The growing urban Irish Catholic
population drew the Marists away from their Māori mission, which they abandoned
during the wars of the 1860s. Their later work with Māori a generation later will not
be considered here.3
The public perception in New Zealand of the French Marists has changed
significantly in the past generation. Once considered outsiders relevant only to the
Catholic community in New Zealand, they are now recognised more and more as
contributors to New Zealand’s contact history, as a part of the colonial experience.
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Until recently, their impact on New Zealand history had been marked less by
academic histories than by what Pierre Nora calls the Realm of Memory, or the
incorporation of people, places and events into national identity and public history.4
The pioneer French missionaries in New Zealand left few physical remnants of their
presence. Their tiny isolated wooden buildings disappeared rapidly, while their
most notable success, the Rangiaowhia settlement, was sacked in 1864. Most former
mission stations are now farmland with no sign of their past significance. The early
French presence in New Zealand has been largely forgotten and the pioneer Marist
Māori mission has almost no original physical sites of memory. The names of the
French Marists, often associated with education, are becoming more prominent in
New Zealand’s Realm of Memory. Catholic schools have been traditionally named
after saints; only within the school community does one usually find houses and
buildings named after local bishops and priests. In recent decades, however, the
French Marists’ names have become more visible to the public. Bishop Viard College
in Porirua was founded in 1968;5 Whangarei’s Pompallier Catholic College in was
founded in 1971;6 and St Joseph’s School in Taradale was renamed Reignier School in
1974.7 This trend has continued into the present century. Garin College opened in
Nelson in 2002, followed a year later by Tauranga’s Aquinas College, named after
the mission station Pompallier founded there in 1840.
Factors outside education have also contributed to the recent rise in public
awareness of the pioneer Marists. On 24 January 2002 Pompallier’s remains,
disinterred from a suburban cemetery in Paris, were brought to New Zealand. After
a three-month tour of the country that attracted widespread national and local
media attention, the bishop’s remains were re-interred under the altar of St Mary's in
Motuti, near where he had first landed in the Hokianga. 8 Since the event was a
celebration of Pompallier’s work in New Zealand, the bitter dispute between the
bishop and his priests was naturally neglected and failed to make its way into public
presence.
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The Marists’ prominence in the last decade is also linked to their former
printery in Russell, built in the early 1840s and now managed run by the New
Zealand Historic Places Trust as an interactive museum.9 Long known as Pompallier
House, the site was renamed Pompallier Mission to correct public misconceptions
that the bishop lived in a large lofty residence, and characterized as the country’s
oldest factory. It is a superb example of the transformation of a site of memory into a
narrative. The building functions as an interactive destination with three intertwined
themes. First, as a working printery branded as the country’s oldest factory, it offers
tactile demonstrations of the entire printing process. The second theme recounts the
pioneer French mission and the struggle to construct the printery, while the third
describes the battle of Kororāreka in 1845. Pompallier Mission integrates the Marist
experience into New Zealand’s colonial experience by successfully conveying all
three strands of its history as it links historic preservation to public memory.10
The growing trend of increased public awareness of the early Marists has also
been influenced by the work of Jessie Munro, whose biography of Suzanne Aubert
won the Book of the Year at the 1997 New Zealand Book Awards.11 Aubert arrived in
New Zealand a generation after the pioneer Marist missionaries, but her Lyon
origins and her work in education and health provide a bridge the connection
between the days of Pompallier and the twentieth century.
Scholarly studies of the Marists have followed a similar trend. Once isolated
in liminal historical domains like ‘Catholicism in New Zealand’ or ‘French-New
Zealand contacts’, their history can now, largely thanks to the publication of their
correspondence, be incorporated into the mainstream. Early works on the Marists
and their writing such as Fishers of Men and Sons of France were aimed principally at
a Catholic readership.12 They presented the missionaries subjectively in a saintly and
evangelical light, and were unsuitable sources for academic historians. E. R.
Simmons later produced serious and balanced histories of the Catholic Church in
New Zealand, including a biography of Pompallier that examined the bishop’s faults
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as well as his good points.13 University French departments have also been a source
of Marist studies since the 1990s.14 More recently, a number of doctoral theses have
examined the intercultural dimension of the Marists’ lives in New Zealand.15
Early works on New Zealand history aimed at a wider public had very little
to say about the early Marists. As an example, Keith Sinclair’s A History of New
Zealand mentions them once, almost in passing, without even mentioning
Pompallier’s name. 16 A similar lacuna occurs in Nancy M. Taylor’s anthology of
early New Zealand travel writing, which features a number of accounts by
missionaries but none by a Marist.17 This omission is particularly unfortunate given
that one of the Marists, Fr Claude-André Baty, explored the East Coast in 1841 at the
same time as William Colenso. Both wrote about their experiences and even their
encounters with one another, but only Colenso’s version is widely known. Lydia
Wevers’ study of nineteenth-century New Zealand travel writing would also have
benefited from contrasting the accounts by Baty and Colenso.18 More recently, James
Belich, in his Making Peoples, gives some account of the Marists, as does Michael
King in his Penguin History of New Zealand, which is little surprise given his earlier
work on Catholicism in New Zealand.19
The doubly foreign nature of the missionaries, French and Catholic, once a
hindrance to their recognition in New Zealand’s history, should now be seen as an
advantage for the different viewpoints they provide. Their perspectives add a
counterpoint to the prevailing British and Protestant view of events, people and
everyday life in early colonial New Zealand. Even the environment was different to
the Marists. They saw it through Romantic eyes as a dramatic landscape, but never
as a territory to possess - unlike most British writers of the time. Similarly, their
different perception of Māori is also invaluable. The next part of this article provides
examples of the Marists’ correspondence that illustrate the varied subject matter of
their writing. Religious issues were evidently the main purpose of their writing, but
this did not prevent them describing many other aspects of life in New Zealand.
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Since a recent study has discussed descriptions of Māori and of the environment, the
focus below will be on the colonial European society.20
Despite British beliefs that Pompallier advised chiefs not to sign the Treaty of
Waitangi, the bishop was wise enough to realise that any meddling could see his
mission expelled. Marists welcomed the Treaty because they believed it would bring
the lawless European population under control:
So the government of that nation [England] has decidedly taken possession of the
country in the name of Queen Victoria and soon it seems that New Zealand will been
functioning entirely as an English colony. Thank God that the priest makes no
distinction between nations; he wishes to save everyone. This situation will speed the
development of our establishments and will give them greater security, particularly
those of women.21

The stability that would enable them to bring out sisters from France and establish
hospitals was slow to materialise. Fr Forest regretted the colonial government’s
powerlessness, even in the capital:
Here in Auckland there are more than 2000 Europeans; it is a small town whose
excesses and debauchery most certainly surpass the worst places of France.
Drunkenness and excess are the two vices that have conquered this unfortunate
place entirely. The women drink like the men, perhaps even more so.22

Fr Petit-Jean experienced remarkable changes in just three years. When he arrived in
the Bay of Islands in late 1839, New Zealand was, judging from his letters, mostly
Māori with a marginal and anarchic European population. Labour and timber were
so prohibitively expensive that the Marists had to build their printery themselves
employing a rammed-earth technique common in their native province around Lyon
but unique in New Zealand. By 1842 Petit-Jean was based in Auckland while the
colonial government struggled with an economic crisis. The missionary marvelled at
the rapid changes and wrote:
The government, which one can say is bankrupt, is forced to give work to newlyarrived immigrants who have none. Fathers receive only half-a-crown, or 3 francs,
per day, for them and their children. Single men receive just 1s9d, or 2F15. A man
easily used to earn 10 or 12F per day.23
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You can get 100 feet of sawn timber, planks, etc for 9 shillings, delivered to
Auckland. It used to cost 30, 35s., even £2.0.0.24

Petit-Jean was saddened by Auckland in 1843. He commented:
What misery in this capital of New Zealand. Debt is everywhere or nearly
everywhere. The government itself owes many arrears to its employees. The high
sheriff signed a seizure of property against himself. Merchants sell only for cash. The
only people making money are prosecutors and moneylenders.25

The Marist correspondence paints Wellington in a more favourable light; though it
did not surprise the priests that during the early 1850s so many immigrants should
leave New Zealand for the goldfields of Australia. Several of them described the
effects of gold fever on New Zealand settlers. On 22 September 1852, Fr Rozet wrote:
People here are leaving in crowds to look for gold. Only a week ago a ship left here
for Port Phillip with 200 people from Wellington and the surrounding area in search
of gold.26

Other economic issues feature in the Marists’ writing. Fr Garin wrote several pages
on the development and economics of sheep-farming on the Canterbury Plains in
1853.27 He then recounted a five-week journey he undertook in the Nelson region,
naming many of the people he stayed with along the way: Ward, Palmer, Redwood,
Morse, Sweet, Maxwell, Kerr among others.
Their prominence in early education led the Marists to describe schooling in
some detail. Fr Moreau’s detailed account of daily routine at the Marists’ school in
Nelson in 1852 will be of great interest to public historians of education in early New
Zealand as he noted:
We have two types of boarders. The majority pay only 25 shillings per month but
have to work for the school. Their work is valued at 10 shillings per month, thus they
are supposed to pay 35 shillings per month. The others pay 2 pounds per month, but
we are not allowed to make them do work apart from that related to their
schooling.28

The work was mainly gardening with some carpentry. Although the routine was
regimental, beginning at 5.25am, the school was highly regarded in Nelson because
of the progress the children made in writing, French and Latin. It attracted day-boys
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from wealthy Protestant families and the priests were careful to avoid giving them
religious instruction. They had two teachers, a competent and popular ex-sailor
known for late nights in town, and an acerbic mistress who was unpopular with
parents and pupils alike.
The Marists also described major events of the time, such as the Roberton
murders and disputes between Māori and the Crown.29 They also showed how the
Frenchmen, despite popular suspicion, did their best to avoid becoming involved in
perpetrating or contributing to anti-British sentiment. On the Northern Wars, Fr
Séon wrote in October 1844:
The events that have taken place in this part of the island since 8 July last and that
have reduced English authority to almost nothing have honoured the Catholic
religion in that neither the priests nor the Catholic Māori have become involved for
evil but to re-establish order. The flagpole cut down by Protestants was rebuilt by a
Catholic chief. It showed that we were not at all hostile, neither ourselves nor our
doctrine, to the government. This is what the governor told Fr Baty and me when we
went to greet him in the Bay of Islands.30

The Marists mentioned many of the leading figures of the day, both Māori and
Pākehā. One whom they praised particularly—perhaps thereby indirectly criticizing
their own bishop—was Selwyn, as evidenced in Petit-Jean’s note to Épalle in June
1843:
This bishop seems an intrepid man and a prudent observer. He comes and goes,
travels discreetly, takes notes everywhere and oversees everything almost without
consulting with the former Protestant missionaries.31
He is a very active man; he has crossed the whole of New Zealand several times on
foot. It is said that he has talent, much learning and is very diplomatic.32

Of interest to historians investigating travel in early New Zealand will be the
Marists’ many journeys. Fr Antoine Garin wrote of a trip from Nelson to Auckland.
He wrote of the perils of crossing Cook Strait, pointing out places where ships had
been wrecked. Then there was the dangerous Taranaki coastal route, which included
narrow cliff paths and a long stretch of beach that had to be crossed rapidly between
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high tides. Crossing the Kawhia bar was another hazard. A waka journey down the
busy Waipa and Waikato Rivers then followed and Garin recorded:
We have at last arrived in the Waikato River. Do you see what the water is carrying?
They look like floating eggs. They are pumice stones, stones burnt by volcanoes and
consequently so light that they float on water. Every bank of the river is covered in
these stones both big and small.33

Fr Forest related an 1842 voyage from Auckland to Kororāreka. His vivid narrative
of several days of hell on a small boat crewed by drunken barbarians could come
from an historical novel. A small extract about preparing tea will have to suffice:
Then they took an old tin mug, which was also used to give food and water to the
dogs and to a little pig. It was wiped with great care in front of me, using a dirty and
ancient handkerchief, no doubt to show me how clean it would be.34

The last word is reserved for Fr Reignier, writing from his station in the Rotorua
district:
At the summit of one hill, the soapy blue hot-water pool makes the most magnificent
sight; the water, falling gently, bathes the contours of the hill, forming an
amphitheatre of sixty wide terraces, as if carved by man, of marbled columns in all
colours. Nothing surpasses this sight. The beauty and magnificence of the terraces of
the Palace of Versailles cannot compare.35

These few extracts from the pioneer Marists’ correspondence show just how rich a
resource their letters are for public historians. Previously unused descriptions of
daily life, public figures, education, agriculture, economics, major events and travel
are now readily available to provide a fresh perspective of early colonial New
Zealand. It is hoped that this paper will encourage further use of this major source so
recently made available to the wider public. It will also help to integrate the French
mission into the mainstream of New Zealand’s historical narratives.

WILLIAM JENNINGS
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‘An unmixed benefit to the district’?

1

The Establishment of Woodlands Estate,
Gordonton

2

This is an account, a meditation and a sample of one historian’s effort to produce a
history beyond the Academy. My work for this commission engages with many key
definitions of public history. 3 In this article I touch on issues of particular
significance to all freelance public history practitioners: the need to secure funding,
the frequent necessity to argue for the value of ‘history’, as well as the desire to
simply share with others an interesting history. I am concerned to fully capture the
life of the past and its resonance into the present; the kind of evocative history Jock
Phillips imagines for New Zealand.4
My interest in the history of the Woodlands Estate was sparked after an
approach was made by representatives of the Gordonton Woodlands Trust to what
was then the History Department of the University of Waikato, seeking advice on a
proposed history of Woodlands House and the wider estate.5 At the time, the Public
History Research Unit had been conceived, but not yet born (which is to say, its
existence was not yet formally approved or funded). I understand that the approach
by the Trust was but one example of many such requests for research assistance
received by the History Department over the course of each year. As at the time
there was no mechanism to offer anything other than informal advice, the Trust was
put in touch with me as a practicing public historian. My immediate response was to
suggest that a scoping study should be undertaken to set out the parameters of such
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a history and to gain an understanding of the resources which might exist for its
research and writing.
This suggestion was taken up by the Trust, and with a small amount of
funding acquired from its own resources and from the Waikato District Council
(WDC) as the owner of the house and land, I was asked to prepare a scoping report.
In addition to the obvious tasks of mapping out the chronological, geographical and
multifarious historical dimensions (social, political, cultural, agricultural, labour,
architectural, and so on) of the project and discovering and listing all its likely
sources, be they primary or secondary, textual, oral or pictorial, a secondary
objective was to create a document which could be used in the search for further
funding for the writing of the history. All historical projects require funding, but
none more so than those which are undertaken by historians working outside the
academy or without other forms of institutional support. When the commissioning
agent lacks sufficient resources to fund the project themselves, they and the historian
must turn to external sources such as the Lotteries Environment and Heritage Fund,
the various local gaming trusts, relevant regional authorities, and other public and
private funders. In this case, as the author of the scoping report, I emphasised the
importance of the report as a tool in the pursuit of further funding, arguing that it
would provide evidence to funders of both the feasibility of the proposed history
and of the level of commitment by the Trust to the project. The report demonstrated
the extent and nature of the resources available for the writing of the history, and
showed that the Trust had already invested in the project and so believed it worth
pursuing.
The resulting report was presented to the Trust in April 2010, and while its
imperfections remain manifest to its author, I believe it fulfilled the brief and the
Trustees made it known that they were happy with the document. Unfortunately,
due in no small part to the local effects of the Global Financial Crisis, to date no
funding has been forthcoming to take the project further. However, I remain hopeful
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and believe the scoping report will retain its currency as a document able to be
submitted in support of future funding applications. And while I am no longer
available to undertake the larger commission, my hope is that this paper will place
on record the feasibility and importance of the writing of a history of Woodlands,
and encourage both the Trust and the WDC to continue to pursue funding for the
project.
In support of that objective, I would like to take the opportunity provided by
the small compass of this paper to give some idea of the importance of Woodlands
and why its history is worth the writing. In short, I argue that the story of the
Woodlands Estate is of considerable significance in the history of the wider region
and the country as a whole. The Estate’s history touches upon key moments in the
history of the Waikato, not least of which was the raupatu, the confiscation of
Waikato land as punishment for Waikato-Tainui resistance to the Crown invasion of
1863. There is no better indicator of this than the fact that the Estate’s original eastern
boundary was drawn along the eastern confiscation line which runs for some 35
kilometres across the flatlands between the maunga of Pukemoremore and
Hapuakohe. This remains visible on current maps as a telling cartographic artefact of
past conflict. It can be seen clearly on Google Earth, marked by boundary fences,
windbreaks and hedges, roads and farm tracks. The Estate’s history also touches
upon and is informed by the larger history of the political, social and economic
events of the 1860s and beyond, including the struggle between Governor George
Grey and the Auckland politicians and financiers Frederick Whittaker and Thomas
Russell, and the development of agricultural methods and techniques to cope with
the particular problems of farming the former swampland.
Woodlands House was completed in 1875, and soon became the centre of a
small village of stables, woolshed, single men’s accommodation, bakery, butchery,
blacksmiths shops, and stock-yards.6 It sits at the historical if not geographical centre
of the former Estate, the headquarters of a property which originally comprised in
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excess of 86,000 acres, an area roughly 16 kilometres by 32 kilometres bounded in the
south by Ruakura and Newstead, in the east by the Lockerbie Estate, in the north by
Taupiri and Orini, and in the west by Horsham Downs and the hills which divided
the Waikato River from the swamp. Until 1880, the headquarters of the Estate was
situated at the earlier established Eureka homestead. Only the kauri-built
Woodlands homestead remains standing today. In 1983 it was registered with the
Historic Places Trust as a Category 1 historic homestead and its surrounding
gardens are regarded as of regional if not national significance. Since 1993 it has been
restored and developed to become what is known as a heritage destination,
faithfully refurbished to the glory of its heyday of the early 1880s.
In modern terms, the Piako Swamp refers to the floodplains of the Piako and
Waihou Rivers, some of the most productive farmland in New Zealand. As
undrained swamp it exists only in isolated pockets, often preserved as conservation
land such as the Kopuatai Peat Dome, an important refuge for many endangered
species of plants and animals which were formerly common throughout the entire
Waikato basin.
In the 1860s and 1870s, the Piako Swamp referred to all the wet lands between
the Waikato River and the Waihou River at the base of the foothills of the Kaimai
Ranges, an enormous area of largely inaccessible swamp broken by small islands of
elevated land and intruded upon from the north and south by low ranges of dense
bush covered hills. It was a food basket for Māori, intersected by a web of tracks and
waterways, full of tuna (eel, Anguilla sp.), birdlife, manuka, harakeke (flax, Phorium
sp.) and other resources. During the periods of on-going conflict which preceded
and followed the invasion of the Waikato by Crown forces in 1863, the swamplands
were a refuge for Māori, a bolt-hole for their war-parties, and as impassable for
Pakeha, or at least more difficult than the steep and densely forested ranges of
Hunua, Kaimai and the King Country.
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In terms of the history of Woodlands, the Piako Swamp was described as
extending between ‘Hamilton, on the Waikato River, and the headwaters of the
Piako River . . . a low-lying swamp, a considerable portion of which is overflowed by
the flood waters of the Waikato River, which has the additional effect of backing up
the local water of other and higher portions of the swamp.’7 With the cessation of
hostilities the New Zealand Settlements Act 1863 was brought to bear on Māori of
the Waikato and elsewhere, leading to the confiscation of some 1.2 million acres of
land. After about 300,000 acres was returned to Māori hapu regarded as having been
loyal to the Crown (though largely not to the traditional owners of the returned
land), over 887,000 acres remained alienated. Referred to as the raupatu, it was from
this land that the Woodlands estate was derived. The effect on Tainui (and in the
immediate area of Woodlands, on the hapu of Ngati Wairere) cannot be measured or
fully compensated for. The 1995 Waikato-Tainui Deed of Settlement and the 2008
Waikato River Settlement are attempts to resolve the legacy of injustice bequeathed
to Māori of the region by the terrible history of raupatu .
In the late 1860s, many acres of swamp both east of Hamilton and elsewhere
in the Waikato were granted as 50 acre lots to discharged militia. Most of these land
grants were abandoned as too difficult to break-in, requiring more capital and time
than individual settlers could afford. In short, by around 1870, the Piako swamp was
regarded as nothing more than a hindrance to further settlement. If it could be
drained, however, it was hoped it would become a source of rich and productive
farmland.
Captain William Steele is credited with first promoting the idea of draining
the swamp that was to become the Woodlands Estate. He had arrived in Hamilton as
head of the forward military unit which disembarked from the gunboat Rangiriri on
24 August 1864. Steele is memorialised in Hamilton East’s oak and plane tree
encircled Steele Park—though more for his later work as a real estate agent and
valuer than for his military endeavours. These appear most notably to comprise
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travelling to Sydney to recruit a militia company, for which his patron, the Minister
of Defence Thomas Russell, granted Steele his captaincy. As Peter Gibbons points
out in his history of Hamilton, as a captain, on his discharge from the militia in 1866
Steele was able to select (on what became known as Steele’s Hill, now Hillcrest) 300
acres of prime land in addition to his single town acre.8 With the capital accrued
from his relatively substantial military wages, Steele was then able to employ labour
to clear the land and plant crops. It was to Russell and his business partner Frederick
Whitaker that Steele eventually turned in his scheme to apply capital to the problem
of draining the Waikato swamp, land which he and others had realised was beyond
the capacity of individual settlers to break-in.
In financial terms, the Estate’s development was a result of Russell and
Whitaker, who had access to both the machinery of central government and British
capital. The details of the business dealings relating to the Estate are nowhere better
set out than in Russell Stone’s magisterial Makers of Fortune (1973). By 1873, when the
government finally confirmed the right of the Piako Swamp Company to purchase
80,000 acres of swamp, the company had already began to ‘mop-up’, to use Stone’s
phrase, ‘some dozens of former 50 acre soldier sections bought cheaply . . . to round
off the estate.’9 Many of these were abandoned as impassable swamp, and acquired
by the syndicate to provide areas of run-off for the massive drains which were to be
dug to lower the water table at higher elevations of the swamp.
For obvious reasons, the purchase of the Estate was strongly supported in
Hamilton. The Waikato Times editorialised on the long-term economic benefits to the
district of the input of large amounts of capital, pointing out ‘that it is infinitely
better that the land should be occupied and improved, than that it should remain in
a state of nature for a term of years; which it in all probability it would have done
had it not fallen into the hands of the present owners’. 10 However, it is the
manoeuvrings of Thomas Russell and Frederick Whitaker in particular, which have
been the subject of most study and speculation about the Estate, going right back to
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their role in the Russell-Whitaker Ministry which instructed and authorised the
invasion of the Waikato.
In 1877 there was an attempt by Sir George Grey to disqualify Whitaker from
eligibility to be a member of parliament on the grounds that the Piako swamp deal
was corrupt. Many settlers in the Waikato spoke in favour of the enterprise, with
town meetings at Cambridge and elsewhere voting unanimously for the
development of the swamp, in the belief that only a large company with
considerable capital resources was capable of undertaking work that was beyond the
scope of individual settlers.
With the project of draining the swamp underway, the Hamilton and wider
Waikato economy immediately began to feel the benefit of such a massive injection
of capital. As owner of the Estate, the Piako Land Company was required to build
roads across the swamp, initially to connect Hamilton with the upper navigable
reaches of the Piako River and Hukanui (later renamed Gordonton) with the
Waikato at Taupiri and Ngaruawahia, but also to improve or build roads throughout
the property.
Although the Estate is now identified most strongly with Woodlands and
Gordonton, its first headquarters was in fact to the south east at Eureka. Here, Steele,
who had taken up the role of manager of the Eureka portion of the Estate, chose to
build a house, now long-since demolished, on the hill near the present village. Such
hilltops, islands amid the swamp, were the only feasible sites for such farm houses.
As the drainage work proceeded they became the centres of a widening circle of
drained ground newly planted in grass and other crops. By 1876 it was reported that
5000 acres had been drained around the Eureka homestead.11 By 1880 the amount of
land drained and cleared across the estate had grown to 30,000 acres, and 2000 acres
around the Eureka station had been sold to a New South Wales farmer, Mr B.
Suttor.12 At the beginning of the same year it was reported in the New Zealand Herald
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that the company had been spending as much as ₤2000 a month throughout the late
1870s on labour and materials.13
Many of those employed by the company were illiterate labourers, swampers
as they were called, borrowing a term previously applied to men working as kauri
gum diggers in the swamps of Northland. Being often illiterate, or if literate then
disinterested in making any written record of their strenuous and difficult working
lives, no diaries, letters, or other personal writings are known to have been
preserved, forcing us to speculate on the working lives of such men. They are
usually recorded in the daily press only when they offend against the strictures of
civil society, as by becoming drunk and fighting or, in one case, by stealing apples.14
Their stoicism was legendary, required as it was of men obliged to dig by hand
drains ten and twelve foot wide and as many deep, ten and more miles long, which
fill with water as they are dug. Their places of work were often a considerable
distance from the road-end and dry ground, accessed across un-drained or partly
drained swamp. At least part of each day would be spent standing in deep water in
the bottom of the part-dug drain; boots and clothes rotted from the damp and skin
diseases must have been rampant. A swampers clothing parcel offered for sale for 20
shillings by R.H. Abbott & Co. of Auckland comprised ‘1 pair Heavy Moles . . . 1
Flannel Under Vest 1 pair Flannel Drawers [and] 2 Extra Strong Flax Shirts’. 15 The
moleskin trousers were of heavy cotton with a suede leather-like nap. They would
have been warm and hard wearing, as would have been the flax shirts, which were
made of linen (Linum usitatissimum) rather than the fibres of the native flax or
harakeke (Phorium sp.), which was used for making rope. On the deeper drains the
swampers often worked in teams of three; one man in the bottom of the drain would
toss a spade load of spoil to the second man half-way up the side who would catch it
on his spade and then toss it over the top to the third man who would throw it clear.
By the 1880s steam-powered cranes were being employed on the drains, if
rather inefficiently. The introduction of the first purpose built mechanical drain
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digger on the Woodlands Estate in 1884 began a process which would eventually see
the swamper replaced by such machines. The McLaughlin Patent Draining Machine,
a behemoth weighing seven tons and powered by a 6-horsepower stationary engine
burning coal and swamp timber, was built by Price Brothers of Thames on a design
supplied to Woodlands farm manager Henry Reynolds by William McLaughlin.16
On its arrival at Woodlands it was greeted with scepticism by some witnesses, but
did not disappear into the depths of the swamp as expected, and instead quickly
proved its worth, spanning the 10-foot drain on its 20-foot chassis and digging a
ditch at a cost of two-thirds of a penny per cubic yard, well below the usual cost of
five pence per cubic yard. It was the forerunner of today’s diesel and hydraulicpowered ditch diggers, most of which are now employed in the endless task of
keeping the drains open and flowing.
It should be emphasised however that the landscape of the former
Woodlands Estate that we see today north-west of Hamilton was largely formed by
the efforts of men labouring in wet and often cold conditions to dig mile upon mile
of ditches. These were men who came with little but their labour to offer, though
they found work that was both steady and well-paid. As one swamper commented
in 1877:
For three years and six months I have been travelling the Piako swamp, from
Hamilton to Taupiri, up to my waist in water. I have seen good times and bad timesalso, worse times when the frost came on, as sometimes, when I have gone out of a
morning, I have found my trousers frozen stiff, standing bolt upright as if I was in
them; likewise my boots, and I have been put considerable inconvenience thawing
them out. At the same time, I do not complain, as I have made any amount of money,
and have plenty for a rainy day. I trust my fellow swampers are in the same happy
condition.17

As noted above, many of these men were former militia, men who had been forced
to abandon their land grants as uneconomical, and who were then employed by the
Piako Swamp Company and other such bodies to drain the sort of land they had
previously been promised as reward for their military service.
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The economic benefit to New Zealand of the draining of the Piako swamp,
not to mention the Rukuhia, Moanatuatua, and the many other swamps throughout
the country, cannot be dismissed. And of course, anyone travelling north out of
Hamilton on the Gordonton road cannot fail but remark on the beauty of the rural
scene. After leaving behind the ordered conformity of suburban sprawl and
negotiating a few low hills, one enters the flat lands which were once impassable
swamp. Regarded by local farmers as the most fertile lands in the country (and by
implication, in the world), they are now eminently suitable for dairy farming, and
only on close inspection is it possible to see any sign of the intractability this land
presented to the first Europeans who attempted its occupation and conversion to
grassland.
In environmental terms the draining of the swamp has led to the destruction
of swamp, bog and forest ecosystems, the release of untold metric tonnes of carbon
dioxide and methane gas into the atmosphere and the degradation of rivers and
other waterways by sediment, effluent and excess fertiliser run-off. According to the
Waikato Biodiversity Forum:
Around 70 percent of the Waikato's swamps and bogs have been drained since 1840,
leaving some 30,000 hectares. The loss of large areas of wetland habitat and
introduction of pests has threatened the survival of many native species, including
the giant cane rush, the swamp helmet orchid, giant kokopu, Australasian bittern,
North Island fernbird, banded rail, marsh and spotless crakes.18

Some of these environmental effects are able to be mitigated through better land
management practices, and, somewhat belatedly, through the careful preservation
and restoration of the remaining swamp. All these concerns have to be balanced
against the economic and social benefit to past and present day New Zealanders of
developing the land for farming.
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I would like to conclude with some brief comments about what I hope will be
achieved in the writing a history of Woodlands. It is now twenty years since Jock
Phillips lamented what he termed the ‘continuing failure’ of New Zealand historians
to fully ‘evoke the history of a culture in all its richness—its smells, its tastes, its
fashions, its rituals, its words . . . which evoke the ways of life and the beliefs of a
community in a three dimensional way’.19 To what extent this has been achieved
since 1990 is not for me to say, but it is my hope that Woodlands will have the sort of
history Phillips suggests we should be pursuing. In doing so, to paraphrase Phillips,
I hope to evoke the daily life of the settlers and their descendants, their way of
living, how they dressed, the food they ate, the houses they inhabited, the games
they played, the diseases they suffered, and the forms of death they endured.

STEPHEN HAMILTON
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Being There and Being Then: Ideal Presence
and Historical Tourism
“These fragments I have shored against my ruins”
– T. S. Eliot, The Wasteland (1922)
“In my utopia, human solidarity...is to be achieved not by inquiry but by
imagination, the imaginative ability to see strange people as fellow sufferers.”
– Richard Rorty, Contingency, Irony, and Solidarity (1989)

Figure 1: Quarr Abbey ruins. Isle of Wight, U.K.
Photograph by the author (January 2011).
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In January 2009 I delivered a conference paper to the British Society for Eighteenth
Century Studies 38th Annual Conference in Oxford. In this paper I discussed, among
other things, the dissolution of the English monasteries under Henry VIII.
Immediately after the conference I travelled to the Isle of Wight to visit family. On
walking the five kilometres or so from one cousin to the next I passed the ruins of
Quarr Abbey, tangible evidence of the Tudor antipathy to the Roman Catholic
Church I had so recently discussed in my conference paper. Curiously, I scarcely
noticed this significant and topical historical site, a site which annually attracts
numerous British and foreign tourists. Like many members of the public,
professional historians often take the opportunity to visit historically significant
places. As a professional historian I have always been a little troubled by my
ambivalence in regard to this activity. This paper tentatively explores that
ambivalence.
How does ‘being there’ affect a person’s attitude to the past/history? I first
encountered this question in a theoretical mode when working on the eighteenth
century philosopher, novelist and historian William Godwin. Godwin put great
stress on the extent to which we are irremediably somatic beings for whom emotion
rather than detached rationality is the essence of our consciousness and behaviour.
In his Essay on Sepulchres (1809) Godwin argued that we can never properly perceive
the past until we are physically present with its remains. Many lay people feel the
same way today. A recent study of North Americans has shown that they find
museums among the most affective and trustworthy of historical experiences,
precisely because of the unmediated proximity to artefacts they afford.1 It is thus
advantageous to inhabit what Godwin termed an Old Country rather than a New
Country.2 He claimed that when with certainty we know ourselves to be on the
actual spot or in the presence of material remnants to which an historical narrative
or memory appertains, our historical perceptions are intensified, even to the point of
corporeal/sensual experience.3
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What Godwin is alluding to here is the notion of ‘ideal presence’ formulated
by the eighteenth century Scottish philosopher Henry Home, Lord Kames. Herein,
we experience the past as if it were happening in front of us now. Kames argued that
painting or theatrical performance or a good narrative are most affecting and can
operate in this way. And I have to admit that I am most profoundly affected by a
rich, dense, colourful narrative or by the twenty first century’s equivalent of
eighteenth century theatre, a film. It is thus that I am most forgetful and unreflective
of my distance from the past and its actors and relive and re-experience, as it were,
the events of the past as if personally, corporeally present.4
Yet should history be affecting? Should we engage with it emotionally? These
concerns were central to eighteenth and nineteenth century historiography and
remain relevant to historians, especially public historians. 5 Eighteenth century
historians like Godwin were highly exercised by the effect of history on the reader,
particularly the moral effect. 6 Relatedly, eighteenth and nineteenth historians
speculated constantly on the extent to which the reader ought to be proximate to and
engaged with their subject(s) and the extent to which they should be detached and
maintain a distance from them. 7 There is a tension here – some say a choice –
between history as a primarily affective and aesthetic discipline and history as a
cognitive, objective, scientific discipline. That history thus has a “curious
doubleness” is a perennial observation, going back to Herodotus and Thucydides.8
But assuming the ongoing, central place of affect in History, I have to account
for the general lack of affect on me of the historical place. This seems to put me at
odds with most people though not, I suspect, all historians. In what follows I would
like to reflect on a recent personal experience of historical tourism in Mexico. I am
not an historian of Mexico: I have never formally studied Mexican history nor
written about it. Yet I have been fascinated with it since being exposed to parts of
William Prescott’s classic History of the Conquest of Mexico (1843) as a young boy.
Nearly forty years later I managed to travel to Mexico and visit some of the places
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about which I had enjoyed such a profound literary-historical experience. In terms of
Mexican history I was an amateur historian; above all, I was a tourist.
Mexico is dripping with sites of historical and archaeological significance. Yet
interesting and occasionally astonishing though these are, none produced the effect
of much of my earlier reading. None, certainly, imparted the sense of historical
presence that had my childhood reading in Prescott. One passage in particular
continued to haunt me. It recounts, in Prescott’s florid and emotive prose, the Aztec
sacrifice of captured Spanish prisoners of war in Tenochtitlán (today’s Mexico City)
in 1521. 9 On my visit to Mexico City I had occasion to observe a traditional Aztec site
of human sacrifice which could easily have been the identical site at which the
events described by Prescott transpired. Yet the horror which Prescott’s narrative
still evokes in this reader far outweighed any imaginative response created by
proximity to place and artefact.

Figure 2: Sacrificial stone, Templo Mayor, Mexico City.
Photograph by the author (November 2009)
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In fact, it was exposure to the mundane present which provided the more affecting
(and instructive) historical experiences. As I continued to observe the literally
overwhelming reality of twenty-first century Mexico I have to say that some
historical generalisations became more vivid. That is, my historical imagination was
more provoked by twenty-first century Mexico than by any physical remnants of
Mexico’s past. For example, if I wanted evidence of the calamity that colonisation
was for the majority of indigenous people I saw it daily in the poverty and
homelessness of the myriad Mayan, Nahuatl and Zapotec people I felt it generally
inappropriate to photograph. Colonial Latin American society is re-enacted, so to
speak, everyday on the streets of Mexico where the lighter your skin, the more
Hispanic your culture, the better your life. Passages of the textbook with which I
instruct undergraduate students of the Atlantic World came immediately to mind:
In the cities, Indian women became servants, cooks, nursemaids, midwives, sold
food in the streets and bought produce from the country and sold it in the market.
They were poor then and, remarkably, we see them still today in the modern cities of
Latin America doing very much the same things.10

Figure 3: Souvenir seller, Oaxaca.
Photograph by the author with permission of the subject (November 2009).
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So, while physical proximity to the human consequences of the past provides a
ready connection to, and illustration of, previously-acquired historiographical
information, proximity to non-human remnants of the past does little to affect my
historical sensibility. There is one immediately discernable reason why my responses
to historic place in Mexico were so underwhelming, and this has to do with the fact
that my original historical experience of the place was literary. I approached sites in
Mexico like Templo Mayor and Chichen Itza very much in the manner of the literary
tourist described by Nicola Watson. My original literary experience had occasioned
my seeking an external or foundational reality which, by virtue of its significatory
dependence on that original text, could only ever itself prove a further,
supplementary text.11 Indeed, the original experience remained ontologically prior,
so to speak. The ordo cognoscendi was the ordo essendi, if I remember my
undergraduate philosophy correctly. This process would seem to render so many
tourist experiences unsatisfactory or disappointing. The secondary, somatic
experience seems less ‘real’, is less affecting than the primary mental experience.
There exists a substantial amount of scholarship dealing with literary tourism
and literary pilgrimage, seemingly inventions of the Romantic Age.12 Godwin’s Essay
on Sepulchres, with which I began, is in this vein. As Paul Westover remarks of that
work: “Godwin elaborates his theory of community by contending that the dead are
pilgrimage centres, repositories of the best collective values...”. 13 The affinities
between some tourist activities and religious pilgrimage have long been
acknowledged. The anthropologist Victor Turner said of pilgrimage generally that it
seeks “the center out there”,14 a site productive of social or cultural cohesion and
authentication spatially removed from that society’s or culture’s geographic centre.
Certainly travel to specific places can function so as to confirm our membership in
particular communities: “It is through the recognition of the authenticity of objects,
places or experiences that the subject is interpellated as citizen, national, or member
of the faithful.”15 Given this quasi-religious quality, then, historical tourism seems
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rather more a “heritage” than a strictly “historical” activity, as David Lowenthal
unpacks those terms. 16 One thinks automatically of the pilgrimages of New
Zealanders and Australians to Gallipoli in recent years.17 Pearl Harbor and Ground
Zero in New York probably function similarly for citizens of the USA.18 The recent
plan to build a mosque close to Ground Zero was problematic for many Americans
precisely because they regard it as a sacred site. Said Elliott Maynard, Republican
Congressional candidate: “‘Ground zero is hallowed ground to Americans’”.19
What, however, of that underanalysed species of historical tourism which
does not indulge or promote communitas? John B. Allcock notes that the two main
tourist motivations are existential and self-actualising on the one hand and the
solidification of community membership on the other. These constitute religiosity of
the “implicit” and “civil” types, respectively. On the basis of survey data, then,
Allcock tentatively suggests that the “privatised” touristic experience of the implicit
religious type is most usually directed at experiences of natural beauty, while sites of
historical and cultural significance are, for the most part, sought out by those tourists
seeking validation of their community membership or of a set of shared, traditional
group values. 20 I posit my Mexican experience an exception to this schema; for
therein sites of historical and cultural significance were rendered meaningful for
purely personal and private reasons. My experience was one of a privatised
religiosity, so to speak, seeking historical sites as a means of existential affirmation or
self-actualisation which is not dependant on affirming communal values or
membership. I am not, after all, Spanish or Mexican, Mayan, Nahua or Zapotec.
I began with T. S. Eliot’s classic response to Modernity’s putative spiritual,
moral and cultural crisis, The Wasteland. The sentiments therein provide a useful
entry into the phenomenon of modern tourism fruitfully understood as an escape
from the “dark side of modernity” which is nonetheless enabled by modernity’s
technological achievements.21 Sociological analysis rightly reminds us of the varying
motivations of the tourist. Here I limit myself to the “experiential”, “experimental”
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and “existential” modes as outlined by Erik Cohen, wherein the tourist seeks not
simply recreation or diversion but, in different ways and degrees, solutions to
philosophical or existential issues unassuaged, or even created, by mundane
(modern) life.22 One suspects that Eliot’s nostalgic adhesion to definitive, constitutive
literary fragments is a response to a sense of dislocation and disorientation having to
do with more than the specific malaise of post-World War One Western culture. It is
also, I would argue, a reflex gesture and genuflection towards personally formative,
constitutive and definitive literary experiences rendered increasingly meaningful or
sacred as one advances in age. I expect that readers can easily think of a number of
such aesthetic and literary personal experiences. One of my core literary experiences
was historiographical. Travelling to Mexico was then a form of pilgrimage which I
now understand less as a quest for historic presence or enlightenment than as a
celebration of, or homage to, a core intellectual/aesthetic constituent of my being.
I have to admit, then, that I continue to find literary narrative more affecting,
more evocative of a past reality than any artefact or historical site. And my musings
on the issue thus far do much to cement my conviction of the obvious point that
History is something which goes on in our heads. It has its primary existence in our
minds and in our mind’s commerce with other minds. Thus my lack of interest in the
ruins of Quarr Abbey and the general emotional paucity of my response to the Aztec
ruins of Mexico City.
At the same time, I have to explain why it is that I felt it appropriate, even
necessary, to acknowledge this intellectual experience somatically. After all, I
physically went to Mexico in order to engage with certain environmental realities
and material artefacts. And I am still prompted to engage in historical travel. While
in Mexico I read The Broken Spears, an extremely moving and haunting indigenous
account of the conquest of Mexico, a specimen of which is worth reproducing here:
While the Spanish were in Tlaxcala, a great plague broke out here in Tenochtitlan. It
began to spread during the thirteenth month and lasted for seventy days, striking
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everywhere in the city and killing a vast number of our people. Sores erupted on our
faces, our breasts, our bellies; we were covered with agonizing sores from head to
foot.
The illness was so dreadful that no one could walk or move. The sick were so utterly
helpless that they could only lie on their beds like corpses, unable to move their
limbs or even their heads. They could not lie face down or roll from one side to the
other. If they did move their bodies, they screamed with pain.
A great many died from this plague, and many others died of hunger. They could
not get up to search for food, and everyone else was too sick to care for them, so they
starved to death in their beds.23

This economical and evocative narrative somehow urged me to put on my shoes and
engage the physical reality of Mexico. Did I expect a better understanding of the
details I had recently perused? Was I looking for particular sites or terrain
mentioned in the narrative? No. Yet there occurred a strong urge to tread Mexican
earth and breathe Mexican air. Despite the objections raised by some of the more
jejune,

anti-materialist

and

easily-ridiculed

strains

of

historiographical

poststructuralism, we clearly retain an unshakeable conviction as historians (and as
human beings) that the past we imagine was, fundamentally, a material realm
experienced by embodied individuals like ourselves. I would suggest that where our
affective historiographical responses are at their most acute it is as we empathise
with the fears, the longings and the sufferings of our fellow human beings, whether
the sacrificed conquistadors in Prescott, the wretched, dispossessed and diseased
Nahua of The Broken Spears or the impoverished, twenty-first century Mexican
indigenes readily observed by any tourist to that country.
It was noted above that such historiographically-inspired tourism as my
recent visit to Mexico can be categorised as religiosity of the “implicit” type, as a
purely personal pilgrimage in search of the psychologically formative and
existentially sacred. Yet there is also a mode in which such activity constitutes
religiosity of the “civil” type, if we are to envisage the solidification of communal
belonging thereby produced in terms of the community of humanity. Humanist
literary criticism once contended that literature was of value to the extent that it
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acquainted us with, and enabled us to appreciate the complexity of, universal
human nature. The shortcomings of this approach have been roundly and
exhaustively elaborated by a variety of more recent scholarly positions.24 Yet it seems
to me that the mistake made by humanist scholarship was not in its attempt to seek
and celebrate a universal human nature but to suppose that this universal human
nature was that automatically and normatively exhibited by the middle-class,
heterosexual, Western male. As theorists – most famously and sophisticatedly,
Michel Foucault25 – have pointed out, such a tactic was always doomed to produce
new forms of marginalization, exclusion and oppression, even if its aim was
enlightenment and liberalization. Yet, in rejecting the very possibility of a shared
human nature, the baby has gone out with the bathwater: we are invited to enter a
posthuman episteme wherein mutual understanding and empathy are impossible
and peaceful coexistence, ultimately, highly improbable.
Given the almost identical genetic material shared by homo sapiens sapiens and
our unavoidable, mutual embeddedness in the material reality of our planet, it is
surely absurd to deny the existence of a universal human nature. The cultural
variations produced by the interaction between human nature and physical reality
is, of course, another matter; and our experience of cultural variety in our reading
and our travelling should always be interpreted as legitimate products of such
interaction and never as instances of normative, universal human nature itself. In a
qualified return to literary humanism, the postmodern American philosopher
Richard Rorty has argued that great literature – or, even more importantly, useful
literature – is, that “which sensitize[s] one to the pain of those who do not speak our
language”.26 The genres of fiction, ethnography and history are especially apt in this
regard;27 and it is this empathizing experience, which, I would argue, constitutes the
profound and lasting affect of such literature. If pilgrimage is personal gesture to
significant constitutive literary experience, then, the latter experiences assume such
profound resonance precisely because of their communitarian aspect, because in
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engaging us with the particularity of human existence we are reminded of the
universality of human nature, specifically, says Rorty,28 our capacity to feel pain.
Historical tourism ultimately reminds us both of the powerful ideality of History
and the fundamental material reality of the Past. It also emphasises our kinship with
all those separated from us by time, place and culture, or by the rudimentary fact of
their not being us.
ROWLAND WESTON
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